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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October, 11, 1977
SUITING UP - Hal Winchester, center, with Calloway County Rescue
Squad, and Ronnie Bamett, left, with Murray fire Department, suits up
Steve Lax, during a combined city and county rescue squad fire protection
demonstration Monday. This week is Fire Prevention Week. _ _




It's Fire Prevention Week and
personnel with • Calloway County
Rescue Squad" .fighting 'unit, and
Murray Fire I,artment, are talking
up cooperation.
Both units__  showed' off their
equipment and skills at a public display
and demonstration on the court square
Monday.
Later this week the rescue squad will
be giving some demonstrations in the
county. Thursday, Murray Fire
Department has tentatively set a
"Jaws • is. • " demonstration, ,
Bath dcPa ents are slated to have
displays - throu hout town _ and the.
county telling bout Fire Prevention
Week.
Governor _ Julian Carroll has 
proclaimed-October 045 as Fire -
Prevention Week in the state-andin his
proclamation Carroll focused On the
Beverly Hills tragedy of last May, in
which 164 died, describing it as " a
disaster of unprecedented magnitude2L
Carroll noted however, that the same
number of Americans the in fires every
six days.
The Governor pledged state
government's efforts to lead local
governments, business, labor, schools,
civic groups and the media -in an
intensified effort to assist the fire
services in providing useful fire safety
information to the public, and to solicit
the active participation'ffiroitirenrin
rigorous fire prevention programs."
Both officials with the rescue'squad
fire lighting unit alli",durire
Department peint to this year's clinic
fire as an illustration of -what
cooperation can mean.
"During the clinic fire, '6ur
volunteer,,s and the rescue squad
chipped in. Mayfield sent over a truck.
Hazel even sent up a unit to sit in our
station in case another fire broke oat,"
Lt. Joe Witherspoon with Murray Fire
Department said today.
"We've got 30 active members and
about 10 volunteers and with the rescue
squad we can pretty much staff about
anything;" Witherspoon said. '
Calloway County's 27 man rescue
squad fire department is all volunteer,
according to Hal Winchester, The
squad has a truck, 1,000 gallon tanker,
rescue van, field fire fighting
equipment, two boats (for water rescue
work) suida generator to provide light
for land search.
"We cover all -fires outside Murray
and  Hazel, but we'll team up with
Murray when the need arises,".
Winchester said.
Both units undergo rigOrouslraining
programs, either through universities
or through the state. "We're trying to
continually upgrade our ability through
training," Witherspoon said.
Murray Fire Department has five
trucks at two city locations.
If the weather permits, both units will
have publie dieplay.-4ad- • •
demonstrations throughout • the
remainder of Fire Prevention Week,
Witherspon said.
he died, Duncan said he had not wielded
a knife. . -
Commonwealth Attorney Ron
Christopher asked Brandon what kind
of knife it was, what-color. "I couldn't--
swear to what color or kind.., it was just
an ordinary knife.. .He just took it out of
his pocket.. .He had it in his right hand
after a was opened," Brandon testified.
But an emotional Mrs. Duncan
testified earlier in the afternoon that
her husband told her, prior to Its death
that he didn't have a knife in his hand.
Tuesday followling tbeFriday incident. Mrs. Duncan said her husband told her
Circuit Court Judge James Lassiter that he even held up his hands to show
reviewed 440-Instructions with Ron Brandon iltat he didn't have a knife.
Christopher, commonwealth attorney, Mrs. Duncan also conceded on the
and William Phillips; Brandon's stand that her husband had a drinking
defense attorney before 11 a. m.
but when the trial reconvened; this ----
circuit judge sent the jury to lunch,
instructing them to reappear at 1 p.
"I asked him two or Ogee times to go
on, not to-eeme at me.. .1 wasn't--
...shooting at his head, I wanted to shoot •
his hand, where the knife was," Joe
Brandon, on trial for murder, testified
before a full house in Calloway County
Circuit Courtroom Monday afternoon.
Brandon was the last of 18 witnesses
called to the stand on the first day of the
two day trial.
He was the first witness Murray
attorney Bill Phillips called for the
defense of the 47-year-old_
A point of contention fof both the.
-nrosecutinp and defense _ was a
supposed pocket knife that was never- .
found at the scene of the June 10 -
shooting.
Brandon testified that Duncan had a
knife. Mrs. Duncan told the court that















• • _ •
- cokles,- -
Partial clearing this afternoon.
----Windy and turning colder, high in
the 50s: Partly cloudy and colder
tonight, low in the mid 30s to
around 40. Partly cloudy and
unseasonably cold Wednesday,
high in the low 50s.
KAPPA 'CARNIVAL AND HAUNTED HOUSE - Students in, An 11 And
classes, taught by Betty Scott at Murray High School, painted pumpkins for
distribution to promote the special event for October 18, 19, 20 by the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the Carman Pavilion, -
College Farm Road Murray. Students pictured, are, left to right, front row,
Renee Tetreault, student teacher, Kim Alley, Laurie Crass, Lori Rushing,
Elizabeth Herndon, Sandy Vickers, Greg McReynolds, back row, Novin
Nikou, Michael Russell, Lode Orr. Pat Shartiger, Polly Jones, Chip Ruches,
Kathy Bennett, Martin Klaine. Tittl Harrell, and Tim Pies. Students not pic-
tured are Serena Sanders, Danny Parks, Tressa Brewer, Elenea Garland.
Emily Orr, Phil Jones, Bill Ligon Ricky Childress, Claude Johnson, Lisa
Hopkins, and Kathy May.
problem and that on April 13, 1977, ahe
filed -e -restraining Order against her
husband in circuit court "because
Wayne had slapped me."
Brandon testified that he,. Duncan
and Brian Hill had a drink together
sometime during the morning of the
Duncan shooting. All were at the
residence of Brian Hill,
Brandon told the court that on June 10
he had a shotgun with him to shoot
some dogs wandering in a thicket near -
Hill's home. The shotgun was entered
as evidence in circuit court, identified
as allegedly .the weapon used to shoot
Duncan: .
The defendant testified that .after --
Duncan had a drink with be and
Duneao apparently left. Duncan late!
returned, Brandon testified; andllood
in Hill's yard "hollering."
"Was he hollering in, an angry
manner?" Phillips asked. -
"No," Brandon testified.
Phillips asked if it appeared Duncan
had drank too much.
Brandon said, "Yes."
Brandaa, who had been lying down,
testified that he "went back and layed
down when he (Duncan ) came through
the door."
"I was standing pretty close to the
couch. Wayne put his hand in his
pocket . . . I saw a knife," Brandon
testified. '
"Did he say anything?" Phillips
asked.
...,"-Yes sir, he said, 'I'm going to get
you'," Brandon testified. "I said,
'Wayne, I don't want to hurt you. Don't
come at me with that.ltriiW*13,rindon
ttatitiod that Duncan "took two or three
stepsv before he shot him with the
shotgun. "When I pulled the trigger it
Wowed him backwards...he stood there
a few minutes and then went outside."
Hill, who was asleep, awoke at the
sound of the gunshot, and went outside
to find Duncan, Brandon testified.
Asked by Christopher about what
happened to the supposed knife,
Brandon testified, "I don't know."
Voter Registration
Deadline-Is-Today
.------Leeae you_havenl, register& and Ward A. _.,.
fOXFoti- tit' tiekt diblith's
you'd better make a quick dash to the.
atataitar.---.-..- "The remaining Dernoermnin Ward A
county court clerk's office - today 
. 
is 
are Martha Sammons, second position,
. the final day for registratitn in the Nov. 
David _Willis, third, Dick George,- 
8 General Election. . 
fourth„ Ruby Hale.. fifth ,and Billy J.
Balentine, sixth. In Ward B., the




an address is today at the end of county Furches, third, Dr. J. D. Outland,
court clerk's business hours, according fourth, Dr. C. C. Lowry, fifth and
. to a spokesman. +I '
November 1 is the last day the county' - 
HoRweasrpdecBt.ivIceoedrnaewr,isinigt:hf 0.
r five at large
- court clerk can accept absentee ballots positions - on the Hazel City _Council
for the election. ,.
Candidates Fri*j Are-1-ifOr,position ._ Pratt, second, Nancy McClure, third,:
includes: Dewey Ealey, first, William .
on ttie Npv. -8 ballot,-. according to _..loe D. Thompson, fourth, Ira Malan,
Marvin Harris, county court clerk. fifth, John J. "Jack" Roach, sixth, .-
In the Calloway County's sheriff -like  _I _Preston B. Oliver, seventh and John F.:-
between Democratic nominee. --Max Shendock, eightb.lbatoPstotallettAtill_i_
Morris and Independent Ted the Hazel race traditionally gets the
Alexander, Morris win be first on.thi :. n-od for city 'Mayor, 7HittErs-eurrent •-• -
ballot, Alexander second. mayor,
- Melvin Henley, the Democratic- reelection. - - -- - '
, Cy Miller, • is not seeking . -._
-xontirire---ter Murray mayor, will be Unopposed,' candidates for . county
first on the ballot in his race against - offices on the' November ballot are:
Independent H. Ed Chrisman, who will Robert 0. Miller, county judge-
appear in the number two position. executive, Max Parker, county
_ _Jo .the two ward races, for Murray _attorney; Mervin Harris,- county court. .•
Common Council, _ Democratic clerk, Huey, "Wimpy" Jones, jailer, -
nominees Buel Stalls Jr. and Johnny E. Thomas L. Walker, cornoner, Charles
Rickman each drew the top spot in E. Hale, property valuation
Wards A and B resnectively.
Republican Stephen L. Yarborough
drew the number one position in Ward
A. John C. Neubauer, an unopposed
Republican, drew the single position
-amonr- non-Democrats --in- Ward B. 
Republican Irma LaFolette drew the
. second position among GOP hopefuls in
administrator, and magistrates
Charles Thomas Bogard, Gil G.
Hopson, .Billy K. Erwin,. and Dan
Bazzell. - -• .
Hugh Thomas Rushing and William
. Adams Jr. are running unopposed
for two positions on the Murray
Independent School Board.
rnnelifintes For Mayor Give Platforms
Henley••
"As I understood it when I was called
to participate in this discussion, part of
the purpese_of it was to give your
platform or the reason you were
naming which Mr. Chrisman
adequately clid. And I _might say that
Mr. Chrisman's always acted like a
gentleman at the council and he did so
tonight.
"Truthfully, I'm kind of like the
fellow that was tarred and feathered
and ridden out of town on a rail. As he
passed the city limits, he was heard to
make the statement 'If it wasn't for the
honor of -it 14 just-as socia be
elsewhere.' And I feel a little that way
tonight.
"When I first ran for city
government, I wasn't asked to run. I
made up my own mind to run and I was
like a lot of people. I had gotten
interested for personal reasons because
I felt like city government was not
responsible to my needs and I have
noticed a lot of other Councilman come
along the first time that way.
"If they are good councilmen and
good citizens, they usually stay on for a
number of years because they get
wrapped up and involved in what
they're doing and it's a little difficult to
turn it loose. Shortly after they get on
they find out they could have done a lot
more about the problem had the. y
stayed off, because you can't do much
about the foroblems on the council
because the other council memAit
_suspect special interests or conflicts of
interesta and it would be very difficult
to get them to grialomnirith you. .
'-"So the guy that cornea on the council
to solve problems pretty „soon finds out
- that he could have done a lot mrife-hr
, solving the problems if he had
MELVIN HENLEY
remained a citizen and had not run for
public office.
"But the good ones stay on and they
become involved and they participate
in the process of running the city. You
can see by looking at me that I certainly
have not stayed in public office, been
elected three times, four times if you
Count this Democratic primary on the
basis of fny good looks or on the basis of
inc putting up a front of any kind. So
that leaves me only one thing and that's
ability. ,
'And that's not something that I'm
going to tell you that I can do in the..
future or that I could do if you elected
me or that I'm capable of doing because
I think your city government is a little
different today than it would have been
if I had not run. And maybe that sounds
like bragging, but I have been involved
in city government, I've been active in
It! have taken a big part in it and
because I've done things I've made
some mistakes. And If I'm elected
mayor. I'm going to make some more
Testimony Ends In Miitder Trial
A 12 member Calloway County
Circuit Court jury ii expected to begin
deliberating this afternoon in the
Murder case of Joe Brandon, charged
in the June 10 shooting of Wayne
Duncan.
Final summations were slated to
begin at 1 p. m. today following
testimony from a number of witnesses
for the 47-year-old Almo area man.
Brandon was charged with murder
shortly after the June 10 Shooting of the,
31-year-old Duncan, who died on
EDITOR'S NOTE: A program entitled "Political Perspectives" was
presented at the regular meeting of the Sigma Department of,the
Murray Woman's Club last night The program involved a discussion
with the two candidates for Mayor of Murray, Ed Chrisman and Melvin
Henley. Presented here, verbatim, is the opening 10-minute platf
orm
statement given by each candidate. County Attorney Sid Easley acted as
Moderator for the discussion.
mistakes because the only guy that
doesn't make any mistakes is the fellow
that's sitting there not doing anything
"And it's my perspective, serving on
their six years, that the councilmen
who do the least, a lot of times, get the
most votes, because they don't make
anybody mad. And a lot of times it's tn.,-
basis of a popularity contest because a
lot of people do not. realize how
important the position can be if it's
worked at. But nevertheless I think it's
a mistake and certainly I'm going to be
open to criticism during this campaign
for some of the mistakes that I've made
or some of the things that I've done.
"And, if I'm elected your mayor I will
be open to soThe Criticism during the
four years that I serve because I'll rio
some things wrong.
"Nobody that does things, and gets
things done and is constantly hapP
about it is going to do everything right
100 per cent of the time. And that's been
my experience the six years. A lot of
things I'd-do_over,ysi 09_4iffercntly if I
had them fo do over, a lot of-giiiigs
wouldn't do at all, other things, many of
the things, I'd do the same way.
"If you can bet a 75 or 80 per cent
average, that's a pretty good record
and I think I've got at least that kind of
average. One of the tMngs that I've
been active in in city government., and
I'll be subject to 'criticism for this
sure during this campaign, for being le
hard on city employees, particulati)
See HENLEY,
Page 7, Column 5
Chrisman:
•
"Mr. moderator, ladies and
gentlemen, before making comments
I'd like to offer these thoughts to you.
Any statement that I make regarding
the issues, my position or in answer to
. any .questions, will be based on facts
which I can support or with which I
have first hand knowledge.
"Any comments which are opinions
or a matter of judgment or assumptions
on my part, I will clearly state that they
are. My comments will be based on the
actions, proposals and positions of both
candidates over the past four years.
"I really prefer to speak a little bit
more impromptu, off the cuff, but as
our time's limited, I suspect that if
we're going to get all said that needs to
be said, I'll just have to read from some
of my notes. I apologize for that
because I do not like to read from notes.
,"The first question I assume that the
majority would ask me is 'Why are you
running for mayor?' And, frankly, it's
because I need a job. a well paying.job.
"Actually there ate several reasons
why I'm running for mayor, but one all
inclusive factor is my concern for the
welfare of Murray. _This can be broken
dawn into possibly three areas.
"The complexities of city
government have increased so
- treinendonsly during recent years that
it is no longer a part .time job. During
my four years on the city council, I
H. ED CHRISMAN
have carefully observed the
tremendous responSibilities and
demands of'that office and I know that a
part time simply can not carry out the
duties of that office effectively and
properly.
ayallability of the mayor is far
more important that possibly the
majority of the people realize because
he has to be available to the public,.the
department heads need his attention
constantly, there are any number of
groups that meet with the mayor
regularly for one thing or another,
there are emergencies that arise
constantly, there are any number of
meeting's, and this requires an awful lot
of time...in fact, 50 to 60 hour weeks are
not unusual. -
-In addition, there are very'
important meetings, very important
contacts, that have to be maintained
with the state and federal government.
IT" not, If VP do not maintain -those"
contacts on a regular basis we wiltitot-
participate- in* the funds that are
available for this city and we must have
those funds if we are to function as well
as we should and offer the services that
we would like.
"A part time mayor who is obligated
to Murray State University on a 75
percent basis of a normal work load,
who operates two trailer courts would
-- not be in a position to devote the proper
time to the city government.
"A telephone call to a classroom just
will not get the job done in a great
number of instances, it would not work.
I have the time, I have the energy, even
though I'm 63 years old, and this may
be a little-e.tratige to some of you...I
think the majority of you that know me
know that I have a tremendouse
amount of energy for a man my age and
more than a lot of people. I don't say
that braggingly. I don't know whether
that's fortunate or unfortunate but I do
have a lot of energy and drive and I
think I have...I know I have the time to
get the job done as mayor. And it will
take an awful lot of time and energy.
"The seefind reason is somewhat
selfish, but a benefit to the city in my
opinion. For some months I have been
semi-retired, in fact I have been retired
from business, as most of you know, but
I have been involved in a number of
other things in the city that does take
some of my time including a member of
the city council. And I devote a
tremendous amount of time to.tte city
1.1111 '1,becatise I have the time. -
"My plans are not definite but it
hasn't taken me too long to find out I
simply cannot loaf any longer. I must
be doing something. And the challenge
of the mayor's office,intriques. Again, I
think it's going to take a treMendou.s
amount of time to carry out the
responsibilities of mayor, and that's a
-linalespgg, And •-1- think -that in my. 45
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 Fraaces-bralte 
FOR iNEDNESDAY.0.621ISER 12, 1977
Whet kind of day'
wrinorrew be? To find eat:what -
int stirs say, read the forecast -
pren for your birth Sign.
ARIES .
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
lotroduie -i new note -
perhaps a nett approatit- - to
give more spark to days doing.
Output will improve sub-_
nt ial 1y
TAURUS
Apr 21 to May 21
Look welt- into proposed
suggestions,--or 'You- May -the -
yourself involved where you
least desire. -it. Sane_ definite
'Ito-answersifl bCreclifffed.
GEMINI
rMay to June 21) a6155*
e Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness'.
iotq, warning signals. Many
errorS and misguided moves




Godlier the big awns, buttlo,
not expect to have things your
way-all along the -line. -Be
prepared for some opposition
arid- tan rieel -,11 Mare-
LEO - rj
4.1.i1yit la Aug. 231....*g!
Not much planetary help
here. How the day turns out will
be largely up to yourself. Use
wits to -project thew-




Per Pose In Living
Color -
For Each Original Print
AiDiMurrt 10 for $4.90
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AreePerkiegki Isar
- one the other could try- and Mrs' James L.
. _muscleou one of your pet Martindale 
of Gadsden, Tn..
. 4plo .v and Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Joyner
SCORPIO of McKenzie; Tn. -
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) -yew- The double ring service was
One ri_those days when a_snao "solemnized at eight- o'clock
decision could torn out sur-
prisingly well. You ordinarily
deliberate carefully in all




Accent is now on travel. A trip
taken in connection . with a
financial matter could haw-an
*Imperially fortthate outcome. •
CapgleogN - - 1,4( - Kathleen Stoddard, -guitapiat,
(Dec 22 to Jan. 20) iv thr played an sang' Wedding
If you --marieutrei- skillfully .   iiihikeeer. You (to,"
Y.31- 4au en s°nl “Vniat ru Give you," and-..  ough-. _ e 
VIRGO
tAug.,Z1 to SepL 23
A good day for consider*
future projects; also for
developing helpful. contacts.




't Sept. 24 tc t.r Oc 23, la-rz
in- an iMpressive -enely. ---
morning ceremony in the
courtyard of First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tn., Miss
Donna Martindale of Jackson,
Tn. became- the bride of Jerry
Joyner of Ni04 Red Oak Drive,
Paris, Tn.Some _un-prediclatU--
associates need watchnig now. Parents of the couple are the
Sunday morning, Sept.
Fourth, with the Rev. 0. C.
Merrell, Baptist minister,
officiating.
Appropriate for the outdoor
occasion was the program of
music. Mrs. John (Deborahi
Skorusa of Athens, Ga., sang'
Song.!' Miss
_
advantageous fringe benefits in „ • "
a business negotiation-- _ • _,_ _Y _Y_ _ min .
AQUARIUS ' Voir'
• rJan. ate Feb lei - _Di addition tothe minister' 
come disturbance in career part of the service, Mrs. Clem
matters could cause you to.be - Krider. read "On MiuTiage"
unnecessarily abrupt with loved from "The prober and-the
ones. Dcin't let this happen or groom sang "The Twelfth of
you will regret dialer.. 
piscis xe; Never to his bride.
I Feb. 20'to Mar. 201 Completing the natural lush
•
misleading. Watch out for any provished altar arranged with cluded Quiche Lorraine, ham honeymoon trip to
a white wrought iron arch
contracts, other agreements.• entwined with greenery
• YOU BORN TODAY are flanked on either side with basket. welding ctzke;-punch-- Olympic Ptaza, Murray. 
activity. In these situa-. - _ _
unusually adept mentallY, -hue trees of emeraIde. The aisle and coffee.- - Out-of-town guests for the"- 
mental or emotional
_ ficultim with-seeming -ease and. :Refire fern" and white safin Joyrie r, Mrs. -Jaines A. J.ehn Stewart and --MiS•
ability to._ovettane was_ marked. by hasbets of Servers were Mrs,. Dale wedding were Me and -Mei dieturhances-APPear Com-filmiest:4e from _ one per- ,
Let's 
_
Stay Well By 
_
F J L Blasuigarne, MD
41
Is Menial.Trouble Catching?
Influences somewhat green setting was an im-
sttempt to-break or defanit en -
Mr.CiricT-Mrs. Jerry Joyner
0: Mr, N. F. asks
'whether mental trouble is
catching.' He says that he
has heard of it Occurring in
the same family, at a._
school, and among people
working at the-same jobs.
A: You have asked a
searching question that is
not readily answered. Sci-
entific articles have been
'written on the subject, but
evidence is slight that
mental illness is conta--,
gious. - -
Large movements in a,
population such as the rise
of Nazism iniong the Ger-
mans have been regarded
as- a departure from nor-
mal in.emotional and men-
- tal outlook so that the ef-
fect could be regarded as
behaving similar to a corn-
Municible disease:
- 'Behavior- at largefsock
- and roll concerts •1S =dr
that it can-be regarded-as
• atypical ortitbnorotat,for a
,limited period-of time by
who attend and par-
ticipate. Religious meet-.
ings- may also show re-
sponse?! that are unusual
and odd, and they are more -
apparent while participat-
ing in a group activity.
Mob action is another ex-
ample of behavior where.-





and biscuits, sausage 'balls, Springs, Ark. The groom is the havior of viduals who
cheese" 'straws, -11. -111,1011 . owner of The Hair House. __ makveep•tbe mob or mass
Likewise, families rciaf.-
react to grief, fear, or.
anxiety ar... gmup,bilf. be .
normal mentally and emo-
tionally. Some forms of
mental disease are known
to be inheritable from one
generation to another but
they are not generally re-
garded as contagious be-
tween members of a fami-:.
ly.
You may be referring in
part to the influence of
suggestion in human
behavior. The fainting of
one person may encourage
fainting in another person.
Crying by one person may
bring bears in another's.
eyes.. In such a sense,
laughing is 'contagious,'
as is yawning. For exam-
ple, a cough in one child in
a classroom may start sev-
eral others to do likewise.
Such individual behavior
in a group has to be re-
garded as normal and
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in Ott MtaatiOna.• Come through- ste-easners• - • Joyner, Mrs. Jam ,Clirysfkia Howanl-of Idurrayz see to mettle', thee4.1 the stochootilit
Held Over
with flying _::coMrs. -Your, __00. miss janc,aliffinzamt. sandyuckann and 'effect roay_befor a liznifed 4
artistic abilities are out- The • bride, given in Maxine Matthews of Jacinto datighter-Knoniza of 
Nash- - •.• '
courage;1*--mindectriess - - -
standing. Because of their fine marriage by her father, was - and Mrs. Mary Janellowaizd. Keith  
"ben-se -at balance: -PercePtlan lovely Iti her formal lengtr-- :litarkitts; Ohio.
and general understanding of gown fashioned of ivory crisp
- "riglitness,". Librans make voile. -
excellent judges and ar-
bitrators: could also succeed as , The fitted bodice had a high  
•
_ phrsiciap.„."eieters; *Titers,. -neck and sleeves of ern-
musicians or entertainer*. AtroideretI voile: Highlighting
Birthdate of: George W. Cable, the dress front was an apron
Amer. novelist. effect of Nottingham lace and
accented the
gathtered InTee,
train were_ittilid 6Y A wide
HOSPITAL PATIENT -flounce...cetbe embroidery.
'" Albert .Nich, af Murray has • Zvi eareledonosegay of silk
been dismissed from Western flowers in autumn shades and
Baptist_ Hospital, Paducah.' a garland of The same flowers
in her hair.







• Exercise program for men and women. 
Murray's
list exerase equipment. Reasonable Rates.
- --- CALL/53-0129 -
k(TC.
strtacerk:z RoTztl(B7,, ba= Virgin 13rides -Don't.
_wore_ a long of_ligight
yellow knit designed with ave -To Wear- vvu ulLe
empire waist, round neck and
sleeveless, and a matching
self sash with bow in back.
Her nosegay and hairpiece
was of yellow„ orange and
peach -colored silk' flowers. -
Dale Joyner of Henry, Tn.,
semiethislwether-aebest-inan-----DEAR-481314.3Atho-peade-owthst-golo-thot-ooly--virgia,----.
and • Lane Joyner was brides may wear white?- And does it still prevail? _
ringbe,arer. CURIOUS
Breakfast
By Abigail Van Buren
• - -- ,une-N V News Syncl
-
Approximately 50 guests DEAR CURIOUS: AccorcHng to- Edith- -Head-,2----thi
---
4xesent for a amaing break.. eelebraled fashion designer and expert on eipper dress for
fast at the home-where the 
.ill:occapions. The ancient- Roman brides -ere • wrappt_
from head to toe bi brans- e-celored 
veil-couple will be Hiring on Fted -
Oak Drive, Paris, Tn . 
In medieval times, the brides wore red!
The first white wedding gown was worn by Anne of
The delightful menu _iik_antaaa• y when she wed „Louis XII in 1499.
To citembridal attire of more modern times, Emily Post
wrote is 1922: "Brides have been known to choose colors
other than white. Silver is conventional and so is deep
cream. But gold cloth is more suitable for a widow than a
virgin maid:"
In 1952, Amy Vanderbilt wrote: "The formal wedding
gown is generally white or ivory, but delicate blue and
pink are sometimes seen."-
- So in all the literature concerning proper bridal attire -
land Miss Head says there -is surprisingly.little).there is
actuaRy_no "rule" stating -that mily virliMa may wear
white.
D'EAR' ABBY: Is the dinner table a place for iffiries and
problems? I am 11myears-otd, and I am sick and tired of
-141 
having' my dinner --spoiled by a lot of unpleasant
conversation everynight__I- know my parenw.haVoto get IL.:
out Of their. systems- but at . the grinner table? -
• Iknow that some adults out there will--sayrince when
-do children tell their Tie-rents whit to do and when." but we
kidkiiasre rights, -too, and We should be able to enjoy •
peaceful dinner at home..Besides. We're not-TELLING our
parents, we're just ASKINO_them to please- let us have a
nice dinner with pleasant conversation.
- - FED UP 114 HAWAII-
DEAR FED UP: I agree, children do ha* rights, and I
hope this letter will remind parents to make mealtime a
happy time. Concentrate on what you're EATING-and
flat on what's eating -YOU!
DEAR ABBY: First you credited Emerson with the
following quote: "Pay every debt like God wrote the bill."
Then a Florida editor took you to task, saying he knew
Emerson couldn't haye authored that quote because -it .
contained a grammatital error. He further stated that on
Looking it up he found the correct quote to be: "Pay ever4
debt AS IF God wrote the bill."
Your Floridiceritic is right irfar-as he goes.but he fails
to Point out that Emerson made a triiitunatical error at
least as serious as using like" for "af-if."--for which YOU
.--vrere-scr-trimilphanatl, -
Proper sequence of.4u9egAiemends this-phrasing: "Pay • .
every debt as if Cod HAIl WRrfTEN the bill:"•




10% OFF Regular Price
Some Items Reduced More
THANK YOU
WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO UT =HIES FIR SHOP-
PING WITH US THIS, OUR FIRST SUMMER.
517-T-r*FP--rg
TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION WE ARE HAVING A STORE WIDE SALE.
COME SEE OUR SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, QUILTED VESTS,


















SALE RUNS THROUGH SAT, OCT. 221111
till
.1111
- NM, nEntiOnitr-- U-iIT
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Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 taw out of filterray
for 2 mace, Turn right on
280. Foiow Zoo for 7 'mars
• past Illonwer's Grocer. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then
lett and you have anived
Teie. 43605413.
CUM EASTWOOD
541N Cesaral IS DIRTY HARRY g
Thru Thur.








----"State-line Motor oti  










# OEM PUNDIT: Thanks friebd. rarhosored.to share a
---0M-*/11--103--dlerhiguawair--IltrrarY- -figure air Ralph
Weide Emerson.
a-a fee-Abby'. new booklet, "What T000-offoe. Wool to
• K maw," - send $1 to-Ahiga.Vas Burin, 131 Lasky Dr.,
_Beverly ,Hs. Calif. 50211. Please enclose a lone.




WEDNESDAY: 3-4 P.M. Ribbon Cutting Ceremony WNBS Live
Coverage
FRIDAY: 6-8 P.M. WHISKEY RIDGE BOYS - In Person; Clowns
for kidsotatageueoke &kat dog 15'
SATURDAY:jive Coke & Hot Dog 15', Grand Prize Drawing
VACUUM SALES & SERVICE 
PLANTS.
MICROWAVE OVENS GOURMET COOKEWARE & ACCESSORIES
ALL ITEMS MARKED DOWN 10-30%
REGISTER FOR FREE DOOR PRIZE
COME JOIN THE FESTIVITIES AT OLYMPIC PLAZA
PAUL
WINSLOW'S
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!Mk COMMUNITY
AC L E N D A R
Tuesday, October 11
Farmington High School
PTA will meet tonight at the
school.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the libme of
Modelle Miller, 1601 Martins
Chapel Road, at seven p.m.
Tuesday, October 11
Religious Studies Sym-
posium will be held for two
days in Room 206, Faculty
Hall, MSU. Admission is free
and public is invited.
Groups of First Christian
Church Women's 'Fellowship
will meet as follows: 1 at home
of Mrs. Walt Apperson at ten
a.m. with program *by Mrs.
Ken Kellar; and IV with Mrs.
Dan McKee! at 7 : 30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Helen
Campbell.
, Murray Branc• h of
1.1 American -Association of
University Women will meet
at the home of Ruth Cole at
7:15 with Dr. Farouk
Umar as guest speaker.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at aeven p.m. at the
Health Center.
DATTO1111:4,- program of music by theSigma --Mph rr.",fota' --frfuStr
4
, trateinify. at 8:15 p:rn.
' at the Fe logz.•'d Recital Hall,
Price De.pc-t: Pine Arts Center,




.Nxt time you get The-urge-TO
play ardaftd-Irr-letortda--: .
Conte to DaytortifsSestaway_
t--staWks' - most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Cpeck.theseleaturn
O 660 ft. OA Beech- & Ocean
O 380 Rooms, Efficiencies,
t Suite& & Apartments
• Restaurant & Lounge -
1110 Nigin-Club,131111tfervir -
Entertainment
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
EJ Basketball, Game Room,
ID Sauna, Exercise Rooms
D Gift Shop & Beauty Salon.
O Color TV & Refrigerator
O Tennis & Golf Privileges
654.1iies ti:Discksik.1111oxId
• Service available
13 Rae chaise lounges
ome piay in. r ptayoround,
it's t comolete
president, or any other meetings - for new leader_s
member of the dub. and. "New _Worlds To
- - • - -• plow" at- the Sceut - Cabin,
The Murray -Prelehool----Sharpe Street, at 1:30 -
Corporation will-meet at 7;..30
1:rm. in the 'MSU Fart/ -Trwriday, October 13-.
...Childhood Center -with Dr. Hementaker3 club will meet
:_eharles May as the guest stseljewr, were Ath_Lioda
- speaker. Begley atlinie a tn.;-Dexki•
at Dexter Ceder at.9: 30 ;
Freed-Harderninr-.:Assoz south Murray- with .Ifedelle
ciat'es will meet at the Miller at one p. m., Town and
University Church Annex at country with Mrs. 4olene
seven p. in. Mechler at 7:30 p. in.
Mural_ Star chapter-. Ne• Gamma, Gamma Chapter of
433 Order of the Eastern Star Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the -Linda Fain at tt 30 p. M.
_ lodge hall.
-Wednesday, October 12
_ Homemakers. Clubs will
-meet as-Toltswir Pacees at
home of Priscilla Shafl
81498-114- fun rosOrtl - bather at 9:30_ a.m.;
_
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World WillTneet at the Murray 
Woman's-Club House at tilx p.
_ Daytona's (eitown at Colonial Houk Ellis Center will be open
CaStia -COM
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I Office, both at one p.M.; South at 10:30 a: mq tingsack litnch at 
Xirt S_Atianfirt Ave. 8-rmrgasWrd 
at
ten "11-4-1137nrtedit:111. tu "1"411-111:-
P.O.-Box 1437 Grove _at- Extension 1005 a nt. uil or visitiri
.1 BEACH MOTEL r New Concord at home of Mrs. fgr aetivities by the 
'Senior'
- I -Charlie Stubblefield and Citizens including devotion at
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
wiener roast for all families of
the club and their guests at the
new Murray-C,alloway Park in
the pavilion by the old court
house at 6:30 p.m. All campers
are invited and for in- Murray Neighborhood Girl
formation call Ned Wilson, Scouts will hold two training
0..
Wednesday, October-12
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Virdon Tucker at one p.m.
Arts and Crafts Club Kill
meet at the home of Mrs.
Edgar Morris, Lynn Grove
Road, at 2:30 p.m.
• Murray Shrine Club
business meeting will be held
in Guy Spann Realty office at
seven p.m. All members
urged to attend.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Hannah at home of Mrs.
-James Stahler for a craft
auction; Ruth Wilson at home
of Mrs. Haron West; Wesleyan
at the church liarlor.
-  -
Thursday, Oeto'her 13
Iwin Lakers Four Wheelers
will meet at Jackson Purchase
atut Club at sern
Murray- Chapter NO. 92
-Royal Arch Masons will meet
at-lodge hell at-7:30 p.m. Work-
-will-be the 'Mark Master
degree.
'Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church 'with
program by Tree of Life.
Oak GroVe#13ciptist.Church WMU
Holds Program And .Bible- Study.'
WALU, of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church met Sep.
tember 27 at 8:00 p.m. St the
church for the monthly
meeting and Bible Study with
nine members present.
Jane Morton led in opening
prayer. Becky Mansfield,
president, presided.
The lesson was entitled
"Church ,,.Planting in the
- Philippines." the Bible Study
was "Up and Out, Down and
Out," with scriptures from
John- 3-1-15 Luke 19:1-10.
Sherry Paadoll Mid Prayer
Calendar.
Those present were Becky
Mansfield, Mary Qregory,
Delpha Taylor, Pauline Story,
Hilda Evitts, Mira Jean
Paschall, Sherry Paschall,
Jane Morton, and Freda
Humphreys.
The next meeting will be in
the home .of Sherry_ Paschall
on October 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Advanced Group Wilt
Home Play ThuqdayPAST PRESIDENTS HONORED ---- Peggy Billingtpn, president of the Murray Woman's RWers
Club, right holds the special birthday cake signifying the 70th anniversary the dub,
-st-the-genece1 dinner faeeting.O1 tlIevhtb_lortd_onrOctober*Imantife_Vokkteri
Mrs. Billington for each of the past presidents present They were, left to right, Mayrell
• johnson, Clara Homphrey, Delano Waldrop, pesiree Hosicic,• Ruth Kennedy, Irma
Lafollette,Sadie Nell Jones, Lois Keller, and Betty Lowry. Also present but not pictured
Allbrittea. Each past president wat gegen a red rose-The-Mairay dub
was organized here iwthe fall of 1907 as the "-As You Like It" Club, and was changed a
year later to The Woman's Club of Murray. The club was federated in 1907 -and in-
corporated May 19,1948. The general civic dub includes ten departments.
A.*PRESENT SKIT-  spetial 70th anniversary:skit men-
tioning all proOds, proMotions, and departments of the
Woman's Club was presented at the general din-
ner meeting held Oil October 3 at the cTub house by: left
to right, Bonnie
and Helen Kline. Group singing was led by Margaret Por-
ter with Norene Winter at the piano. The Club Collect
was read by. Helen Hdriges. Hostesses for the evening
were the Alpha and Music Departments. Cecelia Brock,
general contest chairman; innmered that aft ttemt to b'e
entered in the art and handicracontests 'for the district
meeting on October 20 at Marion shoold be givetwo her
the entries mint be-in-by
. October 15. Bonnii kfriies reported On the state meeting
. held et fust_Mitihell which was attended-by 'herself,
Peggy Bilfingtbn, Lois Keller, state safety diairmaNlirma






her home for the meeting of
- 11anipton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
'Church Women held Monday




'.war the subject of
the Royal Service program
flae
GallOWly leider. _She was
assisted in the presentatiorrbi
Fait -Ort.:Madred Crawford,
Lorene Owens, Mary Kathryn
Starks. Maxine Nance, and
Gladys Williamson.
The call to prayer was given
by Ruth Dowdy.
Members voted to purchase
dish towels for the Baptist
'Student Unlotiltt Miwray-State
University, an):1 also voted to
remember-the-ladies of the
tiurch Who ire shutios With
cards, birthday gifts, and
-visits.
_A fellowship hour was held
with ref reshmen„ts being
serred by. Mrs._ WilliamsOn
arid Mrs.- Owens. Other
Collins, Betty Lockhart, Ora.
Scene Meet 
Dottie Halley "installed the
new officers of the Phebian
-Sa0daY School _Class AL_ the_
First Baptist Church at the-
social held on September 29 at
the home of Naomi Rogers.
Nei'', officers are Far, Nell
Flora, Presiderg; Anne Ruth
Herdic, .rriet-presideiit-;--Jo
Burkten; .secretary-
_treasurer; • Sara 11, usitong,
Rogers -Evelyn
-Lockhart, and Margie Shown,-
group captains. Reva is
.class teacher.
Also present we Mary
Usher, Robbie. Trevathan,
Opal Howard, and Rosanna
Miller.
-
- --If-you-put a coconut in. your
ffeeter•fer an hour -or Nis;
- -the brittle shell will crack
iatb-one• hammer ,low.
Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis of
the Murray country Club for
play on Thursday. October 13,
_at ten a. m. have been
_released as follows.
-- Court One - Donna Keller




Billington and Tera Boat, vs.
Judy Nell and Lillie Johnson,
Court Three.- Kathy
Buiehtfield---ind Sharon
-Brown-vs. Agnes Paye and
Shirley Boone.
Note that all play will be at
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tVoCEure rare illett f luta Hutson -at I:30-p.m. nr4-----and-fr-Celeste Sikula,
istant professor in the 
T-o ea* progVediv-e- rnenibers were ▪ Experience.
-Ph• -(9°49.F-55446i I.:Pleasant Grove at-home---of-Axion,- band_ practice acone p.
mast- kend_ne_, color Cooper.  Visitors As
I Name 
I Street  
Murray Bass_Club wiR meet social work department, MSU,
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50c OFF
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'Stella Parton Sand the Stella
:Parton Rbat -Show with -
 spjcial melds Carmol Taylor
and -Cary -Srothern WIT
-perform at eight p. m. in/he
Livestock and Exposition
Center, MSU. _ Tickets
available in advance or at the
, -
meribers present were Mary
Turner, Ruth' Warren, Lot OfPurchase Homemakers Dorothy Brandon, Juanita
 -1(11Ykeodilli,- and Linda
"Steering Our Way To A
Better TomorTow" will be the
-theme for the Purchase Area
Extension _ Homemakers
Annual Day to be held Wed.
nesday,_Oct. 19att
Guard Armory,. Hickman.
'Registration ;ill begin at 9:30
a.m.
C. Don Ensor, artist, will be
the featured speaker: Ensor
was born in Red Boiling
_Springs. Tn., but has been a
-resident of Louisville since the
Jack Rose will perform in age Of two.
concert at the-Student Center Ensor's art works are a
Auditorium, MSU, at eight result , of many years of
p.m. detailed pencil and pastel
_ . . 'drawings. Since 1961 be•has
"Fantasticks" by devoted all his efforts „to
Community Theatre will be at




Club Will meet at the-home of





presented by the Community
Theatre__aCtlie. Old Freight




The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met at the
home of Zella -Covington on
Monday, October 3, at seven
p.m. with Modelle Miller,
president, presiding.
Lottie Gibson gave the
devotion using as her scrip-
ture, John 3:16 and also read a
poem on The Strange
Family," closing with prayer.
The secretary, Alma Mc-
Neely, gave her reports.
Pauline Wainscott, teacher,
led in s discussion of the
Apostles, James and John.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Covington. Also present
was Maggie Paschall.
Recalls"' will be by Dr.
Sherrell Foree.
. Reservations should be
made this week by calling the
club presidents. . or the
-Qtlloway County Esteqsion
office. pbnne 753.1452 
Bruce Lee Clayton
Nairied4r. Cp.tler_
Biuce Lee Clayton, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Clayton,
1304 Olive Blvd:, Murray, is
among the top scholars at
David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tn.
A graduate of Murray Hip
School, he was named to the
honor roll by inakg a
-gradepoint of 4.5 or above
--during-the summer quarter.
Clayton, a sophomore at
,pipscomb, -is majoring in
ible.S 
Verna Wallace and Rhanda c
Cunningham.
Cracker Spread
Spread -that cracker: first
I Our knowledge of machines coupled with our years
of experience makes us professionals in service. If
you want a team of professionals-to service your
• nacItines,gise us a call..
'"beat 2 cups (8 oz.) shredded • • • - -
-a-roviss cheese with 14-cup dairy---.--*I.:-..
sour cream, 2 tablespoons
finely chopped • onion, 1 .
tablespoon chopped pimiento 1
and 4 slices bacon, cooked,
a ' tablespoon -on- --st round ! mso. 4m, maim
cracker and broil =till cheese
starts to melt. Yield: 1 1-3 a
I 442-9331 IN MARSHALL CO. TOIL FREE S27-1624 • 75.1-1763 '
BUSINESS SYSTEMS j
iis so. mk mew .





The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Chruch
C. Don Ensor Women met in the home of
-Purchase Speaker .. Mrs. Henry Warren on
painting in oils. Perfecting a Monday, October 3, at seven
technique that enables him to P.m. With Mri. George Colson,
obtain exacting details of the Chairman, Presiding..
subject he selects. This -ability Mrs. Porter Holland led the
is a natural talent, having hai .01iiming prayer. _ -
rmno foal at training. a
' 
owe; James Ward was in
spokesman said. 
Ensor is one of sixteen
members of the Kentucky
9eritage Artists, and has
iarticipated with that group in
art shows in Washington, DC.
Kentucky.
dntuthrekoyighoui the state of
Artic
appeared in the --Louisville Purdom 'Outland, Mrs.
rimes "Scene," People Murray Turner, Miss Sue
Magazine, and the Southern Fairless, Miss Frances
charge of the program on
"Understanding Ourselves."
She also read the prayer- •
calendar and scripture-
reading. The closing prayer -
W$5 'by Mrs. Glenn Wooden.
Also present were Mrs.
udolph Howard., Mrs- '
Living tt BroWn,aggaibir.
Door prizes wrtt be two Waggener. and Mrs. Earl
Ensor prints donated by the Warford.
artist. himself. hostesses for the social hour
A computer tramit were Mrs. Wairen and Mrs.
*demonstration -on "Food Ward. - '
-
0 ommi. U 4111110. 0 41111P NM. 000 4•10.0
with guests
Carmol TaPor and Gary Sothern
Progressiv Country Musk
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition cssriter
Thursday, Oct. 13 8:00 p.m.
_ -Tkers $3 OO-p $2 O a..4vonce-frOO-efsifiti
-A'ddncebLtxpbinMñfOy. MTTcCénIerinMay17é1d-
416,




WASHINGTON I AP) - Every
:7 member of Congress has _received a
letter urging establishment or a
' national Mother-In-Law Day.
Not • surprisingly, the
eonimunications came from a florists',
group. "
Florists' Transworld Delivery
acknowledged gamely that their action
was "not motivated solely by
altruism:- but said it had made studies
showing that most people like their
-mothers-in-lase and that the time has
come "to refurbish the negative image
of mothers-in-law as interfering,
nagging shrews."
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, ran
into a time problem'under Senate rules,
but solved it geographically. - - -
The Senate stayed in session an
unexpectedly long time while Inouye
was presiding over a committee
hearing. The time allowed for such a
hearing to overlapa-session of the full.
• Senate ran out.
4nesseie announced, "This committee
Looking Back
hearing will go on according to Hawaii
time,_ which is now 5:15 in tle
morning."
Rep. John Burton, D-Calif., given to
making tongue-in-cheek motions,
offered one to create a.Vellinteer force,
"Reagan's Rough Riders," to defend
the Panama Canal. 6
It specified that former California
Gov. Ronald Reagan, who opposes the
new canattreaty now before the Senate,
would be commissioned "a full bird
colonel" and provided with a white
horse to lead the troops. -
Reagan wrote Burton, -1 thought
you'd like to know that the cavalry
.-never uses white horses.Theyinaketoo '
good a target - or was that what you
_
. Burton I wrote back acknowledging
the: point was well taken and that he
would "never want to see a horse
exposed to unnetessary danger."
• He said: he would Consider an
amendment to provide a palomino or
strawberry roan.
a.
• - 10 Years-Ago
John Charles Larson, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Edwin Larson has enlisted .m the
U.S. Air Force and is now taking
training at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas.
Leon Hale received his gold plated
life membership card and the Rev.
Henry McKenzie his 50 year
membership pin at the meeting of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Pictured are Dr. Ralph Tesseneer,
dean of the Graduate School of Murray
State. Univs,raiiiyand, recently
app•oint4 secretary of the First
District Education Association, and M. r
20-Years-Ago
0..Wrather, MSU's Director of Public,
Relations, studying plans for the annual
FDEA meeting here on Friday.
Celia Taylor, Jenna Winchester,
Mike Adams, Ricky Hill, Danny Lamb,
David Erwin, Jackie Conyers, Connie
Boyd, Suzette Crowel, Suzette Johnson,
and Mike Wilkerson are members of
the cast, "The Nervous Wreck," to be
presented by the Senior Class of
Calloway County High School on
October
Fulton Daily Leader Publisher VyTon
yiti.0.11_,edllApealka the4neeting of the,,
Murray Kiwanis Club at its observance
of National Newspaper Week.
_ •
Pvt. William G. Pischall, sn of Mr.
and Mrs. Othel D. Paschall, recently
was assigned to the 287th Field
Artillery Battalion in Germany.
W. H. Brooks will be the 'moderator
for a panel discussion on-the productiori
of Grade A Milk for all Calloway County
dairy farmers on October 15 at the
Little Auditorium, ,•Murray. _State
College. - • • -
Births reported include a girl,, Diane
ars Ago
Linn, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawrence on September 30.
The Rev. W. L. Hill and Miss Lola
Jane Cooper, Murray, and Miss Jane
Kemp, Puryear, Tn., will be among the
23 delegates - from the - Memphis
Conference of the Methodist Church
attending the U.N. Seminar on World




Cecil Brown, news analyst, spoke on
"Hidden Headlines" at the opening
session of the First District Education
Association held yesterday ,at ,Murray
State College.
: Deaths reported include Miss Ruby
Farley, age 52, and John D. Lawrence,
: age 99. .
Streamline Bomber, the bench
championship fox hound, owned by
Wesley Elkins, New Concord, won the
combination field and bench
hisidettepOrt
championship sponsored by the
Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters
Association at the Outland warehouse
on October 6. .
Elected as "cheerleaders at Kirksey
High School were -Marilyn Walker,
Mary Ellis, Evelyn Eitleamt .anct
Clayton Riley:— 4-
- Miss Ella Weihing spoke on
"Community and Youth" at the
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club held at the









A.1w ,weeks back, I told you about
Mr,-van Wilson, the retired professor
and former art department chairman
. at Western Kentucky "University, Mt*:
88 years of age, he lives at Hazel here in
his native Calloway County.
• The beautiful, -new Ivan Wilson
Center for Fine Arts at Western, where
he taught and served on the faculty for
38 years before his retirement in 1958. is
named in his honor.
I thought it a great tribute to
Calloway County to have one of its own
so recognized and honored._Mr. Wilson
grew up east of Hazel and began his
school-related life in a rural school in
the southeastern sectiori of the 
countshi 1895,
,•
It was Dr. Harry M. Sparks, our
president emeritus at Murray State,
who then informed me that Mr. Wilson
was one of four Calloway County
natives for whom buildings or parts- of
buildings on the Western Campus are
mined. .„.
One is Mr: Ernest H. Canoh.
Mr. Canon, who still lives in Bowling
Green, retired in 1959 after 34 years as
registrar at Western. He, too, grew up
M' the fraze-T area. fe wing .of
university's Academic Complex is
named in his, honor - known as the
Canon Wing. It houses Western's
nursing, home economics and family
living ra-eilities.




-_ Carter has not quite mastered the art of
Congress-taming came when his
1 . lobbying efforts for unobstructed
foreign aid resulted in embarrassing
failure, ending in a presidential exit
form a meeting with more than 60
Congressmen.
• Whether Mr. Carter was wise to
summon House member's to the White
- House to be lobbied on a less than
=transcendent issue is doubted even by
his own congressinals. That' Can be
excused on grounds of inexperience.
'But his error was compounded by a
blunder on the part of a vastly
experienced Congressman: House
majority leader Jim Wright. During the
meeting, Wright asked for a show of
• congressional hands supporting the
. President and got an embarrassing
response.
At issue are amendments blocking
_ U.S. funds to international financial
institutions ( such as the World Bank )
for loans to Vietman, Camboida, Laos,
Uganda, Cuba, Angola and
- Mozambique." The odds are heavily
against the President for the
forthcoming House vote.
Some 60 House members-on each
side of the question-were surprised
with invitations to meet the President
Sept. 30. The obvious tactic:,
, presidential magic tesiurn the situatien
• 'around.
s-?. But that magic is none too potent
these days. After Mr. Carter finished
his speech, a sponsor of the key
.•,
• amendments-Republican Rep. Bill
Young df Florida-delivered a long
7•. rebuttal. He was followed by blunt-
_spoken _Dernoccatic Rep. Charles
• .1tariley df Ohio. who said be never liked
i.:foreign aid anyway and opposed it all
':7-..the more with steelworkers being laid
off in his home town of Youngstown.
"I'm worried about 1)4n righLs lock
-
in Youngstown," Carney rasped.
Rep. Silvio Conte, a liberal
Republican. from Massachusetts who
opposes Young's amendment, rose to
defend the President. "I don't know
what's the Matter with these
De,mocrats who don't support you,"
Conte told Mr. Carter. That poisoned
matters with Democrats still bristling
over the President's praise of
Republican Congressmen a day earlier.
At that point, Rep. Wright got up-" in
his best prayer-meeting style,"said one
Democrat-and asked for a show of
hands supporting the President. Almost
no hands went up. Wright then asked
his -coileagues to "quit fooling" and
show their support. Less than half
obeyed, and there were no converts for
the Presidents.
The President then said, "I've got to
go to another meeting,"urged the
Congressmen to stick around to hear
UN Ambassador Andrew Young and
walked out. Some Congressmen felt Mr.
Carter showed irritation in leaving the
meeting, but others told us he was
Merely keeping his schedule. At any
rate, once the President was gone, the
Congressmen began drifting out before
Young could speak.
"I would say it was at leas( a mini-
disaster," -one Democratic
Congressman who has supported the
President on the aid question told us.
-"But then we're getting used to those."
Raker To Byrd.
The hand behind Senate Democratic
leader Robert Byrd's decision to put
Vice 'President Walter Mondale in the
Senate's presiding officer's chair
during-the Democratic civil war over
113dtnt4he..tutergyjilibaster !is none_
other than that of the Repablican
leader, Sen. Howardtaker.
On Sept. 29, Byrd argi Baker began
planning the coup to end the filibuster
against natural gas deregulation. They
•
devised the parliamentary points of
order that would kill the procedural
filibuster.
On Sunday, Oct. 2, after theyfinished
their work, Baker advised Byrd that
Mondale as presiding officer should
rule on the points of order the next day.
"If I were you," Baker said, "I would
want the Vice President here." Byrd
agreed and telephoned Mondale.
The upshot: Mondale, constitutional
president of the Senate, took the chair
to become target for a broadside from
liberals conducting the filibuster. The
wounds, he sustained will not heal
overnight. .
CHENEY AND PANAMA
With one eye toward saving his old
boss from humiliation, . President
Ford's White House chief of staff,
Richard.,Cheney, lobbied members of
the Republican National Committee to
back a moderately worded resolution
opposing the Panama Canal treaties
which was adopted in New Orleans
Sept. 30.
Cheney's purpose went beyond
saving the pride of Jerry Ford, whose
own support for the treaties has
Infuriated conservative Republicans.
Besides helping Ford. Cheney wanted
to put himself on record against the
treaties. The apparent reason: a
possible political future in conservative
Wyoming, wirre Cheney now lives
between trips back East as a financial
adviser.
Among those lobbied was national
committeeman William Taylor of
Florida. who was amazed to be called
by Cheney. Cheney told Taylor that,
much as he respected Ford, he was flow
a private citizen and wanted to register
strong. oppostien to the treaties. -Hs
asked Taylor to vote for the moderately
warded aati.treaty-resetutioninici also
protect Ford from _hatiher , drafts-.
rebuking the former President,.
_Another 1,t-rir-. LTY.'Llineaster.
Lank,' as he is affectionately
„knot:plead remembered by humireds'of
Western alumni, former students and
asSociate_s_ was a man of science. For
37 years;- he -prepared pre-medical
students for Western before he retired
in I960,._ _
Although he was born at Dover,
Tenn., his family moved to Hardin
almost before he opened his eyes, and a
few months later they moved into
Calloway County where he grewup. He
considers -Calloway _his home county.
.A wing of the Academic Complex also
is named in his honor. It houses the
university's dispensary and its elated-
health services.
The fourth Calloway Countian so
honored at Western is the late Dr.
Gordon_ Wilson, Sr. ,
.Dr. Wilson grew up In the New
Concord area and became widely-
known as a folklorist and author. He
was a member of the Western faculty
for 47 years, becoming head of the
English Department in 1928, a post he
held until he retired in 1959.
- In -1969,- Western named its f6rmer
library building Gordon Wilson Hall in
his honor. It had just been extensively
renovated and now houses the
university's Department of Speech and
TheaCer, the Kentucky Library and a
theater.
Dr. Wilson died April 12; 1970,-at-the
Age.Q.MLAAon. Dr. Gordon
is following in his father's footsteps-as a
member of the Western faculty.
- Aft four:of these distinguished natives
did their undergraduate college work at
Western. It was the nearest school to
them when as young men they were
ready for college. Our Murray State
wasn't even the glimmer of an idea in
the mind of Dr. Rainey T. Wells at the
time.
A few weeks ago, while in Bowling
Green, Don Armstrong, my friend and
counterpart on the Western campus,
graciously took time from his busy
schedule to go with me to meet and visit
with Dr. Lancaster and Mr. Canon.
Each had many unique and in-
teresting stories to tell as they looked
back across their careers. Don also was
kind enough to previde_ _me with a
wealth of information about Dr. Gordon
Wilson, Sr.
In the next three -"Galleys," I will
share--with you _some of the things I
learned about each of these native sons
whose -names, like that of Mr. Ivan
Wilson, are etched in stone on the
Western campus. .
Just as the legends of_Pop Doyle,
Walter Blackburn, Liza Spann, Evelyn
I.inn Albritten, E. B. Howton, I. .1.
Hortin, Dr. C. S. Lowry, Miss Rubie
Smith and others live on at Murray
State, so their lives exemplify "the
heritage of The Hill" at tinseling Green
and reflect the worthiness of all the
accolodes„titles and honors which
admiring friends and associates have
bestowed upon them.- _




. Jesus knew that his hour 112S
come that he should depart out of
fWg world unto the Father, having
loved his own which were in the
vvarld, he loved livens wits% the end.
John .131.
Of all the promises in the Bible,
perhaps the most enduring is the
one 'boys and girl's sipg so -






Murray Ledger & Times Editor
A very informative program was
presented at the regular meeting of the
Sigma „ Department of the Murray
Woman's Club last night.
A part of the club's "Political
Perspective" for this year, the
program involved a lively discussion
with Murray mayoral candidates
Melvin Henley and Ed Chrisman. The
discussion was Moderated by County
Attorney Sid Easley, who . is the
nominee for District Judge.
The program was very informative
and we hope that more such programs
. can be scheduled between now and the
- Nov. 8 election. In this way, we,.aslocal_
citizens, can become better informed
about the candidates prior to making
our selection on election day.
One thing was pointed out during the
program which concerns us. That was a
poster that in the 1976 election here only
- 8,356 of the 16,088 registered voters
. went to the polls.
For our system of government to
work, whether it be at the local or
federal level, each citizen must at least
  ' take enough interest to vote.
o+o
Twenty years ago Oct.. 4 awed
Americans peered into the night sky to
Agree Or Not
watch reflected light from a hidden sun
bounce off Sputnik I, orbiting the earth
at anywhere from 140 to 560 miles in
space.
The 184-lb. sphere, launched by the
Soviet Union, completed an elliptical
orbit every 1 hours, nagging watchers
across. the United States with highly
visible proof that their nation had been
left at the startingstalocks in the race
into space.
Chagrined federal officials took the
lead in urging a new national emphasis
. on science and educationalPhgrams
science.' ,
And - the. national response was
spectacular. Some critics contend, in
fact, that an overreaction has created a
glut of scientists and technicians that
contributes to unemployment
problems.
But the launching of the first U.S.
satellite on Jan. 31, 1958, was the
forerunner of manned U.S. flights to the
moon and beyond.
And the anticipated contribution of
the coming space shuttle program to
the peaceful exploitation of space
argues that the American response to






hoping that the State Library Board._
will reach a decision in the near futures
on the location of the new state library-
building in Frankfort.
Library • Board Chairman Vernon'
Cooper, .of Hazard was shown several
possible sites in Frankfort last week by
representatives of the Finance
Department.
Governor Julian Carroll said he
would leave selection of the site up to
the Library Board after the
controversial lease with private
developers_ for construction of a new----
-building,was cancelled. '
However, last week Cooper said that
his board preferred the site near King's
Daughters' Memorial Hospital in We
Frankfort, the site proposed by
private developers.
Dr. Mack Patrick, one of the
PrUucipals. in the private firm, said his
reliquislitheir eption to tht___
state for the same, pric,they paid for it.
The building could be seen from 1-64,
but access to the property would be
from -tr.S-. -127 that ruris befCveen
Frankfort and Lawrenceburg and
crosses 1-64 about a mile from the site
garage from the west side of town,
The Finance Department is
-eonstructing. apiew_-.coinputer •catiter •
building -back of the Human Resources
complex. Completion date of this new
building is expected sometime next
year.
It is in thisi complex and area that
some in stategovernment favor for the
new library.
One of the disadvantages of the
proposed site near the hospital on the
west side of town is that the state would
have to go to the expense of providing a
costly sewage disposal system and
other utilities since present lines are
just sufficient to accommodate the
hospital and doctors offices in the
vicinity.
This would mean that private
develpers would get some side benefits
from the land nearby at no expense to
them. -
__Eliot makes sense that the state not
buy additional land for the new library





McClure said last week that Cooper
was hsown a site on Kentucky State
University campus, one on the old
mentally Retarded Training Home
farm, and several others along with the
site near the hospital.
Frankfort citizens, while reluctant to
oppose most any state project here,
privately say the state should not
purchase additional land for the new
library building when it owns sufficient
land suitable already. Some citizens
don't want to see any more.property in
the county taken off the tax rolls. -
The site on the old Training Home
farm is just back of the new Human
Resources building on East Main, near
the college. A new four-lane road is
being built across this land that would
provide ready access away form traffic
congestion. The new road stretches
from U.S. 127 in west Frankfort to U.S.
60 Versailles Road ) on the east edge of
the city.
The road comes to the Capitol
complex where the new state parking
garange (1,200 cars) is nearing
completion. The Highway Department
has said this new road will drain a lot of
the traffic congestion from East Main
and Louisville Hill on the west side of
town. Before 1-64 was constructed, all
traffic through Frankfort had to come
on U.S. 60 which comes through
downtown Frankfort.
At peak traffic periods here hew,"
there is congestion for more than an
hour while state workers are going to
their homes.
This new route to the Capitol from the
east and west sides of town will remove
a lot of, this traffic from existing routes
and make it easier for statkemplOyettd
get to their jobs.
_The contra ct_lor the bridge across the
Kentucky River; connecting this new
east-west thoroughfare was let last
Month and construction I's' proceeding
on thsegnseatfortheeastsktec9Itown.
It is now complete to the. parking
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 11, the 284th
day of 1977. There are 81 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1779, the Polish
nobleman, Casimir Pulaski, was killed
in fighting for American inapendence
at the Battle of Savannah.
On this date:
In 1811, the first steam ferry was put
into operation by inventory John
Stevens, between New York City and
Hoboken, N.J.
_In 1933, Latin American nations
signed a non-aggression pact in Rio de
Janeiro.-
In 1962; Pope John XXIII opened the
second Vatican Council of the Roman
Catholic Church.
In 1970, there was widespread
flooding in Puerto Rico after torrential
rains.
In 1973, President Richard Nixon was
seeking the advice of members of
congress and political leaders before
naming a successor to Spiro Agnew as
Vice President.
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A MINIMUM OF GRADING is required for this-split level with liquid—to allow the painter to -
its front door at grade level. A sense of spaciousness—totaling see and avoid skips and
almost 30 feet between the kitchen and recreation room—is misses—and dries to a clear,
created by use of a balconied railing that separates the two . ditrable_garnisti,surface.
areas. P1arfPIX9111115T FferrintuilrYlirk-haii,04aqiiare on . _ "In choosing colors,- stron-the lower level, excluding the garageaand 716 square feet Oil the-__deep colors „In_redt,_upper level. For mare information, write ldthe isrchitect---....± blues, greens and-yeffnws /dye
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed eilOpe--at 9(O4 161st
a-rich depth of interest andJamaica, N.Y. 11432.
echo the currt usage in)
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For Redecorating
Add New Furniture Accent
PITTSBURG—For the
-woman who RAIal,Lt14-1111444--toss our everything and start
redecorating frorn scratch,"
designers for PPG Industries
suggest an easier and more
economical solution. Simply
add a new furniture accent in
An elegant antique finish, one
that helps to change to design
appeal of A room from drab to
dramatic.
'The furniture accent can





table or other in-storage piece
that is ripe for redesign with.
new color," says Marilyn
Boucek, a . PPG decorating
center interior-designer. "Or,
it can be an unfinished piece
that can be purchased for little
money and transformed into a
charming functional and
visual accent.
"A dining room hutch is a
case in point," says Mrs.
Boucek. ''We created one
from two unfinished camciaign
chests and lumber for the
shelving. To give it a rich
antique quality and visual
depth of beauty, we applied a
Rez antique finish—a base
coat in a red color called
Valentine, Cinished with a
brown glaze overall.
The glaze coat was applied
easily and uniformly and
allowed to dry. There was no
wiping or shading as is done in
many antiquine projects
because we wanted a uniform
quality that would match, the
finishing techniqoes used on
colored furniture accents
being introduced by leading
furniture manufacturers."
By eliminatffig the wiping
and shading step, antique
finishing can be as easy as
applying the base coat of
paint. "and." notes the PPG
designer, "you will be keeping
current with new styles—the
expensive colored wardrobe
pieces, chests, breakfronts
and other new furniture ac-
cents that feature the new
uniform glazing style."
Fervfinishing unfinished
furiiitirre, no special primer is
-needed. The new interior.
water-borne finishes *act as
primers on new wood. Simply
put on a base coat of paint in
the desired color. When it has
ed, apply *finish coat of
. _dear vaiiilift: for needed... ..._ _ _
proection. 'The new Rez
water base varnish is ideal for,-
--Tr4-V HA 988Y . 
„,.... LOWER LEVELS non-professionals," says Mrs.
Boucek "It oes on as a milky
sa• mantifactufed pieces," ad-
vised Mrs. Boucek. "Brown or
black glaze coats tone the base
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- - -application anti
.textuning •
Knowing the correct tech-
niques for applying and
finishing gypsum board walls
can help the do-it-yourselfer
achieve 'more professional-
looking-results. -
How? - - • -
Two free brochures from
Georgia-Pacific Corp., a
major manufacturer and Chi-
tributof of wood and gypsum
By ANDY LANG
AP T4ewsfeatures
recent wade in this space
•pointed out that the most im-
portant part of painting the out-
side of the house was the prop-
er preparation of the surface.
Exactly the same thing is
true about interior painting.
Even if you use good-quality
paint and apply the paint cor-
rectly, you're likely to get a
poor result if the surface hasn't
been made ready. Cracks or
other mars :must be filled and
smoothed, since one of the most
common mistakes of the novice
is to assume that paint will
cover imperfections. It not only
won't; it sometimes .,accen-
tuates them.
Besides the actual breaks in
walls and ceilings, dirty and
greasy surfaces must be given
special attention. This is espe-
cially true in the kitchen,
where the walls and ceilings
-usually have a thin coat of
grease from cooking, even
when there is an exhaust fan or
ventilator of some kind. Some-
times this coat is so evenly
spread that it is difficult to tell
at first glance that the grease
is there. To be certain, put
some household cleaner on a
clean cloth and do a little rub-
bing. You will discover very
quickly whether the wall ac-
tually is clean or merely is
evenly dirty.
When the previous coat Id--
paint on the kitchen walls was
a gloss or semi-gloss, the new
paint may not adhere too well,
although a good cleaning will:
,_often dull the .gloss. If At_
doesn t, you may have to -use- -





' AP Nevisfeatures .
-Cramped in a dark house or -
apartment all winter? Why not
go outdoors and'•_altuesb
light now that tliThag,. warm
- days are here?
"If -you can't-Agtotttdoors,
Dial open a window and sit in
front of it," advises Dr. H.L.
24iewbold, kti, of New York City,
medical nutritionist who sag'sa
"Light is a vital nutrient to our
bodies." He has served inter-
nships in obstetrics and gyne-
cology, and residences in inter-
nal medicine and in psychiatry,
which he has also taught. His
interest in nutrition began ten
years ago when he had a coro-
llary.--
"Our ancestors spent millions
of Years outdoors and our bod-
ies have come to depend on the
full-spectrum light stimulation
we can get outdoors even in the
shade," he explained.
Such light, all the *ay from
infrared tO ultraviolet,tprovides
vitamin D which reglilates'our -
use of calcium,- magnesium and
phosphorous,- especially impor-
tant in infancy, childhood and
old age because of its role in 
the forthation--anctionction ot
teeth and bones. In tests With
--the elderly, as tin iwoks•por-s-buildiirtematerials of-th-e-
who also has made experiments
-hc'rne'  IP -suPPIY the 'an- on light for NASA, learned that
full-spectrum light stimulated a
marked increase in absorption
of calcium from food intake,
Newbold points out.




S.W. Fifth Ave., Portland,
Ore. 97204.
Leave it to, us.
Building a building can be a unbe-
lievably complicated process.
And if you're not careful who handles
your project, you'll end up with a _good
percentage of the complications' and -
hassles on your hands. "
Not with iiss however. It's our. standard
practice 'to handle all the details all the
way to a project's conclusion. • -
The hardest job lwajwiou to per-
form is turningthe key. %.
For more information, give us a call.




even those in wheelchairs,
should spend as much time as
possible at an open window,
bundled up on cold days. A tow-
...placed at the bottom of the
closed door can keep the rest of
tht house warm," he advises.
Newbold had "at least some
nutrition-" at Duke University
I where he went to medical
dTIool — offy 14 Per _
medical schools in the United
States "have any courses on
nutrition," L- but there was
much for him to learn when he
-began to study it a decade ago.
His book, "Mega-Nutrients
for Your Nerves," reflects his
research and his experience
with patients. It concentrates
on vitamins and minerals in
controlling nerves, their impor-
tance in psychiatry, and full-
spectrum light, arnsg_gi many
things.
Light sources that cut out
parts of the spectrum diminish
body stimulation, Newbold as-
serts. Incandescent is better
than ordinary fluorescent light,
but la-inch, full-spectrum lights
in tubes are obtainable. Vital
light can be provided by using
two tubes of light wherever
concentrated work is done -
sewing room, kitchen, den,
wherever.
asHe spends a lot of time reas-
suring people that_k_has
commercial interest in objects
that help provide full-spectriim
light, he says, laughing. Most
of it is available now only in
'limited outlets.
"Profound .effects m marn-
malS Show how important light
' _in IheAlialngical--
-Nespbeisi-explams. "Chinchillas
raised under blue light will pro-
duce 85 per cent female off-.
sti:Ing. In certain lights, rats
develop ulcers and lose thew
• T. -
died very lightly, to remove the
gloss, after which the surface
must be wiped to take off any
- dust particles. Or you can buy
a liquid preparation that will
dull the gloss and provide good
adhesion for the' new paint.
Peeling or flaking paint
i more of a problem outside
than inside, but sometimes
present I—must 'be scraped off,
with the edges smoothed with
sandpaper. Any breaks in the
plaster or wallboard can be re-
paired with a spackling mate-
riairRead the directions on the
container of the patching mate-
rial to find out whether the
patches should be primed or
' sealed after they have dried.
Interior painting these days is
usually done with a roller, with
a brush or special rollers used
for woodwork, corners, edges
-and other fine work. There are
nett" flat-surfaced appli-
cators on the market that can
be used either - for large or
small surfaces.
you are painting, whether you
are using oil or latex paint.
Don't even open a can of paint
until you carefully read the In-
structions on the label about
application, precautions and
drying time.
The techniques of painting,
including the proper use of roll-
ers and brushes, are described
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House Inside and Out,"
available by sending 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, Of-ad-
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Mr Lang regrets that
personal replies cannot be giv-





Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budget.
Also we carry
a full lino of
r Ben Franklin fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
." Wood & Coal Stoves
-Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens 8,
related gift items,
Stop in and discuss your fireplace needs with Our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank finanoing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150
If you are buying a roller, ap-
plicator or brush for the proj-
ect, tell the dealer what kind of.
paint you are using.' And be
sure you have plenty of drop
cloths and wiping rags on hand. 
One way-to be sure you are
getting the right materials is to
buy them all in one place at the
same time.
All light switch and wall out-
let plates should be removed 
for a neater job. Paint the
--plates before you replace them.
If there are children in- the
house who might go near one of
the openings, even if you are
. out of the room only for a min-
_ate, turn off the electricity to
those switches and outlets.
There should be good cross-
-Ventilation in the. room where
PAINTING
Resielential-Cornmercial—interior-Exterior—Spray:Brush -Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Glidden Paint-etc ,
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
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cTis_truction built to 
last





washer•Long lifehot eater t • 
quad-coat
steel cabinet • 












4 Check the features
4 Check the styling
4 Check the
dependability






810 LOAD ODYIN• Deluxe model styling •- Big . ca.Peaty • Exclusive 
Stream-of-Hearr4drying • Fast, _, efficient thyinga-tottra%-ushron`" dryer drum finish• Big opening door • Unique air-ride drying systerti
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it of life at
OuPlistof readers just keeps growisgi Iwfaslrebave many more
readers and reach MON ho AR Calloway County than the
Courier-Journal and the Fedora '
And in our life as a daily newspapwrOmi-are continuing to add
mire paid subscribers each day. Vibram more and more people
subscribing to The Murray Lidpr II Times?.
Because our growth has been continuous.
And The Surrounding Area And At The-Sams Time-Want To Save
Money By Shopping With Our Advertisers, You mood To
Bs A Subscriber To Thellaway Ledger & Times.
Cali Today, 753-lif116 Toilet I Subscription
On The To Your Front Door
We have continually brawohed_out to_bring our readers more. cow._
_plots coverage of news and sports:
_ We are the only "focal" newspaper serving the Murray-Calloway
County community and we are dpdicated to presenting news about
local happenings and local., people.
t.4•0111,
We are constantly adding' to our pages features and new items of
interest to our readers.
We ask Our readers What they want to read and see in their daily
newspaper and strive to folfill their Molests.
Our Circulation IsGitaranteed
On A Daily Basis. Do Not Be Misled
By Promises Of Circulation That Cannot
Be Proven. Before You Advertise, Be Sure
Your Message Will Get Into The Reader's Hands.
"
•
We're always announcing the bargains and savings of local mer-
chants through their advertisiments.
In short. :-.-ite're airlift looking Miller our readers to make sure
they are informed and entertained, and to let them know where the
bargains are in our community.
JOIN OUR GROWING FAMILY...
SUBSCRIBE TODAY
By mail in the Local Area:
One Year  $17.50
Six months  . . $14.00
Three Months  $12.00
Or Pay the Carrier on City Routes:
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Hospital Installs New Equipment
Murray-Callowey County
Hospital and Convalescent
Division has installed a
sophisticated new instrument
to automatically analyze
blood serum and Other body




Analyzer (ACM, developed by
the Du Pont Company, per-
forms rapid and accurate
chemical analyses that were
formerly done manually.




gives our laboratory the added
capa'city to respond to the
growing need for quick and
accurate diagnostic tests."
- _
C h emiCal analyaea,
represent the largest
group of clinical tests perr:: •
formed in the laboratory. The
ACA) will enable the existing'-
staff to accept increasing
workloads without cutli,
promising efficiency.' A-lest.•-•- •
result can be obtained from
the instrument - in less than
seven minutes, making it
eirtrememly beneficial in
emergency cases.
The instrument has a basic
capacity of performing 29
separate „dionositc tests. As
the company introduces tests
beyond the basic instrument
capacity, the hospital will be
able to easily customize the
instrument to perform the 29
tests most important to the
medical staff at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
ACA TRAINING - David Walker, Chief Medical Technologist at Murray-Calloway--
County Hospital and Convaleseent Division (k4CCH), recently completed a week's
training in the use of a- blood analyzer recently *tailed at NKCH. The educational
program was conducted in Wilmington, Delaware.
Tests performed on the
( ACA range from the simple
analysis of glucose level in the
blood to more sophisticated
analyses such as liver-lactic
dehydrogenase, used in






training session on the
operation and maintenance of
the (ACA. The training
program, conducted at Du
Pont's headquarters in
Wilmington, Delaware, was
performed with the same
instrument that as sub-
sequently shigaed to Murray-
Calloway Comb, Hospital.
Dr. %keen added that the
utility of the ̀ ace' for routine
and emergency use makes it a
valuable assest to the
laboratory. "Consistently
accurate test results eliminate
the possibility of human
error," he said.




Henley. . . Chrisman. • !Continued from Page One)
Continued from Page One)
supervisory employees or department years and more of working in three
(
different areas that I have challenges inheads. 
"And I'm tete my opponent is going every one of them.
to criticize me for that. He has And I guess I just like a challenge
criticized me to my face for it and I'm and I think the office of amayor is a _
Sure he'll have something to say about challenge for any person who has
it during the campajgn, ak he should if concern for his community. 
.
going to runTrom. _____boursdedication, ability to withstand'
-The office of mayor means long - -he feels deeply. It's not anything I'm
tunes. When I first came on the courien-- serving. I repeat again that a part time
and the satisfaction of -"And perhaps I have been too hard at 'Pressure :
six years ago I began to read the mayor cannot be effective and
natural gas report that productive as the office demands and
month and I found that 12 to 14 per cent the salary 4 too small to employ a full
of our gas was not accounted for, time mayor. In fact, three or four times
happening to it. . . • get you the type of mayor that this city
the present salary could possibly notdisappearing, something was
• "And I brought this up and asked is going to 
require.
about It and they told me 'We've got ti "Therefore it is a benefit for the city
fill, the lines.' Well, being a phisicist,:• for the person who can devote the
having a background in engineering, I proper time and attention to the office
knew better than that. You only fill without the demands of a salary, or a
lines once, so that didn't suffice. And it salary that the city could not 
afford.
wasn't anybody much interested in why - 
'That's where I think inybeing selfish in
not demand or require any more
this matteris a•benefit to the city. I do
__Wes_fortanate I had that bacground
because I pursued it and I fbund that
you were losing 12 to 14 per cent of the ' . salari'T-
g as. "The third place is 'actually an all
"Or if they- were, they apparently inclusive reason. It concerns the_
decided that it would be easier not welfare of the people in the city. I think
say anything alidut it. itie s....,..nedig-,  -Inest of you know of the activities which
to
and found out that gaa'-'7w :1;a-h;ag atlr'rve been friiolVed-reost Offhe fears
.. over, town creating some hazardous that I've 
been in M.- ,i-ii.ray, and I've been
situations. And because, I got rough, we _here a little over 11 years. I never once
• got it straightened out. Your gas loss - asked for a task or a job was given me
the last two years wig less than one per ' that though the people Who asked me to .
cent, last year it was about 1. 2 (per assume that responsibility, felt like I .
cent. It's up to about 1.9 this year, I was capable of doing it and I felt like I
' think. The national average is about 4 was capable of doing it and I accepted it -
per cent so 'we're well under because I believe I could please them._. the.
national average.
"But if I hadn't gotten rough that
would not have been traced down. I
don't have any apologies to make for
getting rough in that instance.
'Another subject of criticism, and
Mr. Clwisman has raised this to me and
I may be wrong, that will be for other
-peopleta judge, is being to rough on the
Statute Changing Rollback Law ---'?ey'r ct .'mpin business' , in•
business a long time, I've been
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Television, also Promised that Carroll said he feels it Would minimum standards for high successful in business, my- business is
If the 1978 General Assembly public education would be -unwise to wait until g school graduation, still operating, I'm still running it,
decides to aid education be receive two-thirds of the student's senior year to check The subcommittee also along with my wife, she takes up a big 
• •
removing -the freeze On estimated $125 his . cornpetericY.4"All you approved a. recommendation share ef -the 'load. But I-know if-yotere
property taxes, Gov. Julian
-Carroll will let the reifisLatien
become law. 
- The goveinarLsaid he -was
in new money espected file the Would -have on your hands by.' requiring annual bask skills • manufaeturing a product andyou don't .
--elementarr- and-=secondeW-thrics-g-nwgya-emeggirgan amended the- prap3sah_bg • -rates or raise taxes 
without fear of the.
c&Ifsaid hat $8Q dieetAiV' explained 
italaaa a " -
would be set aside for ilia. it is importantthht- Later,--the subcommittee government -agency and-you -cairtaise
-191-8-801iiennium. then 3vould boa high schciel testing fifth, e etith y
support education, but added
that if the legislature changes
-thereillback statute;-"I willlet
it becometlayv." The Cowt of
Appeals, in d 1965 decision,,
declared that all property
should be assessed at 100 per
_cent_of its true value. That 
for higher education. - mistakes." he added. ' student test scores should only "So, I 
got a little .fotigh. And I thfrik-
-- Describing the present ---- Although some teachers-. le-- 7.-steed e-vziluate .the new superintendent IS keeping r. Civil Rights Commission today strongly
system for funding public  have  protested, the' weaknesses in the schools' books in such a 
way that fie cattle! Me defended education and business -
education ants, ins detiEat'e,- Governors- Task Porer-ter--,hasict-skills programs and not exactly 
when the time comes with a programs that - give preference to
Carroll said"we're going to • Education aZonted a proposar-
teachers The basic skills are few months practice, exactly what the women and minority members:' It
have to figure out Some obit; . lase _z_ivette _ requiring' local reading,- writing and water costa and what sewerage conceddl8 that such efforts may-possa-
Means Of _getting. additional schoOl districts to. set mathenintics. treatment 
costs.' He already has a , -dtooppoihtmeoto to -eopectotiono. -of
same year, the legislature .met funds."
in specigl óithinposed _ Asked whether_ --,Ne_orithe
a "tax freeze" on property. current • state-local -
But the legislature also partnership or total state
allowed taxing districts to funding of education, the
obtain two successive annual governor said "I would have
10 percent increases before to come down on the state side
the rate became fixed. of funding."
.... Three - leg isle ti v e Carroll also said he hasn't
faiedirimitteer: stiggesretr-ffilecl out the idenof requirhig
- recently -that the law be- high 'school- seniorsio -pass a-
changed to generate more competency test to graduate:
money for education. The governor-said, however,
Carroll, who appeared --he prefer* a plan that would
Monday evening on a public require annual -basic skills
affairs , program over - esting-of-fak seventkwinth-,
Kent iiat y Ed u c at innal.- and-ntheraders.
'education and the remainder sufficient time to- correct the wrItiri in a, provisioiFthit- marketplace. 
- •
f
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S.
pretty good idea 'but he'llhave figures White men. 1
- for me in a few months when he gets The commission, an _independent
him. - • aKentucky rie s "The water and sewer rates were set Congress, released an updated
. 
lane bookwork behint: gency reporting to the President and
-
up a long time ago when all you did was "statement an affirmativeaction" at a
scorrsvILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Dollar , General Corp. will
expand its chain of stores by
,176,getleeLeitk an acquisition
from - -the Jtaakin Co. of
("oisuyibiA„litioq 
The acquisition, announced
Monday by Dollar General,
involves 149 stores naw owned
jointly by Dollar-General and
Rankin, and 17 franchised,
Dollar General stores owned
•
—113F-All--mrstoompte TlMf Of all the tyme thwirrg the ,ea, Mr a
dogwood to bloom, a tree belonging to B. B. Boyd, 1619 West Main,
Murray, bloomed Oct. 7. Boyd-said the, phenomena was the- first time for
his dogwood, which normally -blooms in the spring. •
Staff Photb b Ine rat Winctiestr,r
cent owned stores and 87
franchised stores.
FRANKFORT, KY. .(AP) -
__The Kentucky  Department for
-Natural -- ResOurces and
Environmental Protection
said 11 coal firms paid fines
totaling $27,000 last month for
violation of strip mine
regulations.
' Fines ranged from 92,000 to
$3,000-. •
Greenbrier Coal Co. paid
the largest penalty:- 92,000 for
directing water from a site
near Lacy Crikek in Morgan
County into an area with no
silt structures, and $3,000 for
removing equipment from a
site on the MorgareMagoffin
County line before completing
reclamation.
- MOREHEAD; -Ky. (-AP
Billy Howard, state director of
• vocational education, will
appear at the annual '-fair
conference of Morehead State
Univeisiey',s department of
businegs to " talk about
vocational education ; in
and operated by Rankin. The dump.it in the river. But we don t do news -conference held on the eve of
stores are in Alabama, that anymore. You build a multi-million Supreme Court arguments in the so-
Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, dollar treatment plant that's going to called reverse-discrimination case of
Mississippi and Texas. Terms_ get *gm, by :116, tn. Mien our rate Allan Paul Bakke.
of the transaction were not- -Structure is probably-not-correct...That "The justification for affirmative - -
sietelneed
supplying the inventory and 
Do 
n vbasilli.". Iseethoullaedile--1112-to take aninterest in —aatielk4aeffects ofit"WpaSt4"4141411-ael'ialm"""4, dimerimiAstion by : 
•
e
llar General was structure but no one else on the council market lies in theneed to overcome the 
Rankin the management for -whether the rate structure reflects . employers, unions, colleges and
the 150 jointly owned stores, what it should. And maybe I've taken universities who are asked to undertake
with profits evenly diyided, an interest because I do have an suchaction,-"ithe commission said.
"Through this transaction we engineering-type background. Bakke successfully sued the-•
will assume management And when I built my business, I University of California, contending
resPons#ditY foe theztores plaeiied it -on paper, I built it on paper, I . that he wotild have been admitted tO its
exchange for all of the profits shot the elevations, laid the lines, or medical school at Davis had it not been
generated by them," said Cal supervised the laying of the lines, for a special admissions program for
TurnerJr., president of Dollar supervised-the road work,-put-in road- o Ay- appikants:-
General. - work, the substructure of the roads,The Bakke, who is white,. said- the
The Dollar General system paving of the roads, the drainage __program made him a victim of racial
_ will now include 611 wholly problem, the electrical installations, discrimination.
owned stores, three 50-per- the swimming pool installation, all of The California Supreme Court agreed
this I supervised.
"In the chemical industry, when you
are going to start a process you first
build a pilot plant. And after you get
through with the pilot plant, if it works,
then you build a big plant, you've
already tried out and found out a lot of
Tour mistakes inyeur pilot plant where
It doesn't cost dimuch money.
"A mobile home park le a lOrlIke a
pilot planrfor a city. Yoq've got parks,
water?, electrical, roads, drainage,
everything you've eat in a city you've
got _in a mobile home park. And I've
gotten experience from the ground up
in it and I've run that pilot plant for
close to ten years. I've operated it
successfully, at least I'm still in
business.
"Another criticism I have of the
water and sewer system was I -
happened to be reading the bills
Payable each month and I could see
412,000., to $15,000 truckloads of -pipe
being bought- without < competitive
bidding. "There may not have been
anything wrong, they said they were
getting the best price available, but I
didn't know that, they weren't bidding ,
it, and I 'got a little rough on that.
Maybe I got too rough, I -don't know, I
' At the state and federal level that's
entirely different but at the local level a
non-partisan approach appears to me to
be the most profitable and the most
reasonable. to my knowledge, the four
yearsn've served on the city council, I
haven't really seen a lot of politics or
parties decide city government,- it just
doesn't work that way. Therefore,
politics in local government are not --
realistic, are not compatible—. _ --
"As a long time member of the
Murray Rotary Club, and mention
that for a reason, I have believed in and
- pradiced the Rotary Ideal and that is
service above self. I think serving your
CQIIIMUDItY; serving your fellow
one of the most satisfying rewards-&:------
person can have and I believe
serving my fellow man. In fact, most*.
you know that I feel awfully _strongly.
quite strongly, about people becoming
involved at the local community and I' -
don't meek.* an elective_ office_ 
particularly but. I mean in serving e  
community.
"I think I batre-an obligation„itinnta--;,:„.;
duty; I have a reaponsibility to serve -
my community as my share of that _
load. And I'm--not willing for someone
_else_to_cam,my part of dittoed, I week
1°-711341-0e:W4k resP9-*NlilY myself
and I believe the record of my years in
Miltray-prove thitTfeeTtliaraY, and I
do those things. And I will continue to
do those things. .
I might mention that when-I said I
was encouraged to run and I'd been
enconraged to run back in the primary,
by quite a number of people. I've been
"The exception to that being the time encouraged to run since the primary.
when I ran for city council. And, like, „ And the ones that encouraged me to run
any office seeker, I think most of us can in the primary knew that-I would have
say 'I was asked, I was encouraged' to to leave the Democratic Party and file
run for elective office. Well, I was. as an Independent. And when you file as
Seven or eight years ago I would never an Independent, automatically you
have dreamed that I would consider the have some thoughts about the
thought of being a city councilman or Democratic candidates, and I
seeking the office of mayor.. It just aPiitetiate that and I understand it. But
_ . ..they thought well e.nough of my running- water system. One of the things I got never occurred to me.
.., rough_ about was nobody down thers, - -"I frankly have no political_ that they encouraged 
me to
- could tell me or anyone else what ambitions. I've never had any political 
temporarily leave the Democratic.
they're .product coot. They were not . ambitions. I'm not a politician. I never party and that's the way I 
feel about it,
he-eothg hooltwoe jot-wit meg- Will be a politic*, I -don't* think like temporarily, on leave of absence
way that they could tell me what • politician. So, politics as such is not for from the Democratic party 
because the
me, not in city government. In fact,-!
feel just to the contrary. I do not itelkve
that politics should enter local
government.
state law says thatJ could not run as a




with--:---13-altke, --and The unrvreity
-appealed- decision to the natio° s
7 highest court.
Hisentially, the " _case ' mem two
questions: can race be Considered in a
;university's -admissions-policy -- and
_extension in an mph:feces hiring
policy - to Overcome
discrimination, and if so, was Bakke
-the-vietittr- of an affirmative 'action
program that went too far?
• The high court's eventual decision
- could have a profound impact on such
programs begun in recent years in
. education and employment - to-bele
bring more minorities and women into .
the-nation'a economic mainstream. .
.1!_l_a_4_mparne:_c_s06.110111,4ktlx,._
Bakke case, the Carter administration
has come out on the side of affirmative
action programs. - But the—
administraticin carefully (voided
weighing .Bakite's rights. against these
of the minority students admitted to the
Davis medical sehigil Undeelliespeeial-
program which guaranteed 16 slots out.
of 100 in each class to minority
members. '
The iivii-rights-panel-seidthat 4114d--
the nation reaches a point where
minorities and women have reached
true equality, white men are gOing to
have to bite the bullet.
Fact-Finding Panama
Visit May Be Taken
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate -
Foreign Relations Committee is
considering whether to send *One or all
of its members on a fact-finding visit to
Panama as part of its deliberations
over the Panama Canal treaty.
Consideration of the trip was on the
committee's agenda today, along with
more testimony from supporters and
opponents of the treaty as week-long
hearings continued.
Sen. Frank Church, DcIdaho, 'has .
SuggesteriThat the members inspect the
canal and "take a first-band view of its
defenses" before deciding what to do
about the treat.
A handful of other senators, most of-
them opponents of the agreement, .
already have visited Panama in thelast
few months.
Panamanians who feel they we
Kentucky. have _a tendency sometimes to get, a 
Four American residents of the Canal stabbed in the back by the U.S.
The om at,28 e-ewng*ffl also little rough or 'a supervisor if! feel lie's Zone, 
testifying smarm- ffealy N-ligress coniirma TairToi- In-
include talks , by _Rosemary not responsible to my desires. Mbriday, charged that the State power for who knows how mliny more
 Mrs.- Charlotte Kennedy, described the
government of Gen. Omar Torrijos as
conducting a' "reign of terror" among
Panamanians, with ,hiunaii rights
violations Commonplace.
They said the Panamanian
government is. infested with communist
sympathizers ak high_ levels, including
four members of thi-canal treaty
negotiatincteam itself. And, they said,
'many "thinking Panamanians" believe
the U.S. government put Torrijoe in
power and is helping to peepetuate an
'unpopular dictator through the treaty.
"If this treaty is ratified," they saia,
"the United States will have conflict on
two fronts: one, from the anti-U.S.
students who will want the complete
and immediate elimination < of the
military bases and the other from




Relations," and by, Elaine.
-tithe of the University - of
...abe.e
uniucky, 'W40 '1
- 'flappening Iii Butineis
EducationT"-.-
and sewer committee, and Mr.. Fred
Workman who was former chairman of
The water and sewer • conuruttee, 111
support me in this race-and-apparently -
they didn't think I 04 anything
or got to Totigll bectitse the
suPPort ine:"
ignored" important facts about the
treaty. They also dispuked the
tentention- of -U,S. -that-the
- treaty was.. -fwell-ceceived -either- by
Panamanians or zone inhabitants.
-The Witnesses,,ibitokl Green; Louis
Fatterosi, Mts. Patricia Fulton and
•
The pact is in two indivisible parts,
one providing for a gradual transfer 'of
canal cold, te"Plinkini by-the yea,
-3000,-,--the s000nd establishing its
permanent neutrality thereafter, With
IR United-Stage and Panama nhating -
restwaeohility for protecting it
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Simp-i—on Has Just 26





simply shuts his eyes and lets
it all wash over him. ,
He thinks about his
superstar status as one of
football's alltime greats; his •
lucrative adyetishig interests;
his budding acting career; his
top ranking in 'several polls
seeking America's heroes.
Then be remembers the hid
with skinny legs, rinming with-
street gangs in south -San
Francisco ant living in a
federally -funded apartment
project.
was always a-cocky kid. I
always thought rd be a great
baseball player, then a great
football player. But I never
thought about all the off-the-
field things," said Simpson.
. • -"-1 grew up in a project. Now
Poi got a beautiful home. I've
  got .4.11-the---_..money anyone
---,would treat:Sometimes when
ahout_ it all, it's
„overwhelming:"
S imp_sonis_ primary
employer, the Buffalo Bills
-football club, is paying him an
Ietinmted $2.3 million 'over
luxe years. Added to that are
'this considerable wages for the
two or three filly roles he
*dies a year and the proceeds
from his advertising
:endoraements.
His Hertz "Superstar in
• :Jtenta-Car" commercials,
;hrhich feature a nattily-attired
Amason dashing through an
:airport terminal; have been
farildly soccessful for the
football career at nett
season's close, he will hold at
least 10 National Football
League recorda,_ „including
_most yards gained in a season
-an amazing 2003 in 1973.
* The 30-year-old Los Angeles
resident now awaits his
retirement ("Only 26 more
games," hr. said after the
Bills' most recent game - and
loss) so he can devote full tirne
to his acting. Simpson will
-leave football with many
memories: -
• His best moment, he said,
came in 1967 when he scored
the winning touchdown to give
the University of Southern
California a victory over arch:
rival UCLA.
"-TR never-forget when we
beat -UCLA. Of, course, that's
the big game every year and
that game cinched the Rose
Bowl for us. Every college ,
„iftaver wants4ta.play, in-the:7
-ReaeBowl,"•hasaid.-4. = -
His worst moment? "My
-third year here (1971, when
the Bills finished 1-13). That
whole season washed." '
Simpsen-has- only-tom more
goals in his -football career.
One is within reach, the other
is hardly more than a dream.
He hopes to overtake Jim
Brown's all-time rushing
record of 12,312 yards.
However, a slow start
caused by nagging injuries
and a more pass-oriented Bills
offense has thrown him off
. pace. .
"I'll be disappointed- if I
don' t but I' not
:slempany. -After - their - -first- 12-get--i m
"ear, Herts reported.* 60 pee_ worrying about it. I've had so




---,hien Simpson ends. MS will la e Miracle" fir himlnattain his other goal: to play in
 a Super Bowl. •
1.
Next, Simpson talks about






Copies from our new, .
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich, black. Solids-are
completely filled. Some say
they look as if they've been




N a t Ionia Atawk.atba_n_oyArgine_s and never did Colts held-a 7-6 lead.
Asaaetasyssu_  decide  -a_winner  biondity_Still_ii_the secontLitera
41,7erstioethierelfiledlatint The-eft!7 cdrlauppailifil"Wiaur straight_W-C111"1"-torkl_ mixoustom • r1°- ri - i-1-01-77 203
The Colts had 175 .yards Series games to the Cincinnati _ • 4-14 
rushing and 90 in the air for 1iq 
KANSAS CM/ - KINGS - evening' 
the Collin-nate a a 134-game 265 yards.- The Dodgeirii believe ni the
Remasmajim gams- ,eenter, I. In the opening craned, the • as McCuiston broke loose for. The. cnaching staff of: the _ csedaibat the team that loves
scxed.per. The Colts recognized David Mc: together plays together, whileEddie Owens, forward and - &name and Brawn's PlaYed t°. 661Yar° TD Cuiston, Bill Glavin, Shawn the Yankees play together onMike Baer, guard. - 1846 tie-and-the game was • conversion run
called after tWo •- extra Late in the second period, Glavin, Dave Whitten, Kyle the field and argue about it InNEW JERSEY NET" -
periods. The second game McCuiston again scored, this Evaps, Chit; Farmer and the clubhouse.Released Bob Elmore, center
and Kevin Cluess, guar& found the Colis-easily 
whip- time on _a• 40-yard 'run. The Russ Garland -for -their play. • ""We bbilt thia team on-.
ping the Steelers 26-6. • conversion- pass play went In the other contest, the togetherness, love and spirit,"HOCKEY
The Steelers got on the from Shawn Glavin to Browns went up 6-0 just before said Lasorda, who managedHationaltimilielLeague
ii-ciat rirtt -ea. Nay San Billington making it 20-6 at the end of the first half ,na many of his- plariii hi theMINNESOTA NORTH - Robert Billington scored from Dodgers chain beforeSTARS - Sent Ron Zanuzzi, tagado scored for a 64 lead. intermission.
right, winger, to Fort Worth of But after -that, the game Neither team could score in 
a yard out. succeeding long-time skipper
the CentraLLeague. belonged entirely to the -Colts. the 
third period and the finalThe Broncos tied the game Walter Alston this *tartan, of
FOOTBALL - The Colts tied the game late 'ID of the game came in the 
in the third period with love my players because they
National FchthidlLeague
quarterback Tim Brown. game here.'
engineering the scoring drive. 
IWO 'Grand Kept-, Sutton The drive WaS caPPed hY aSEATTIE SEAHAWILS -Signed -Horace Jones,
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Every car reaches an age when it costs more to •
keep in runniqg,order than it would to trade. Our
low auto financing rates make car buying easy.
Pick the car you want, then see us for financing.
You'll get a new vie* of your world behind the
,wheel of a dependable car. See us before you buy
-for 
new view auto financing..
Gullett. who ironically was
Cincinnati's opening-game
pitcher against the Yankees
last year, will be making his
first start since a 'lb:alder
.alinnazt_knocked hitt), out inchampionship team. because Peacefully into tonight's game- `listraile-olitbuiing-of Galnercif
••, of a young leftienrnamed when Jackson received an 
the-- AL -playo-ffi---last -
Sandy Koidax, was highly eight-page telegram-, wedeemday
emotional about the classic allegedly from owner George
confrontation between the Steinbrenner, saying-ohis
Yankees pinstripes and the contract • was terininated
Dodgers blue.
Meanwhile, his managerial College Grid Pollcounterpart, Billy Martin,
proclaimed there was no By The Associated Press
longer any special rivalry The Top Twenty teams in
between the Bronx Bombers The Associated Press college
and the Dodgers, former football poll, with first-place
tenants in the borough of votes in parentheses. season
Brooklyn. records and total points. Points
"The fifties were too long basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-
- ago," said brash Billy, a hero 5-4-3-2-1:
of the 'YankeeS' 1953 World l_Michigan (44) .5.0.0,i480
Series win over the "Bums" of 2.Texas (15) 4-0-0 1,100
_ Brooklyn. "We used to travel 3.Colorado (1) 775
by subway then. Now we go' • 4.Altifianla 4-1-0 762
crofts country in planes, " 5.01no 44-0 ----735
There_ nosv -it. a lot. more._ 6 Staid. . 44-0 659
'Separating Los Angeles and 7.0klahoma - 4-1-0 657
New York besides 3,000 miles. 8.Arkansas 4-0-0 475
The Dodgers, a team built,. -.9.Nebraska 4-1-0 ,• 471
he'll its miner league systein,- _ 4-1-0 304
failed to enter the free-agent 11.Notre Dame 3-1-0 219
market. The Yankees, 12.Kentucky 4-1-0 184
however, have been called the 13.Texas A&M 3-1-0 169
best team money can buy,. 14.Wisconsin 5-0-0 144
The cola- roamed ob:s.7.--in toe-ftrst -pork& a&-sbawn fourth period when Bill adding freeagept plum's 15.Texas Tech 4-1-0 95
Sports Deals defeated in sixth and seventh Glavin hit Jon Mark Billington Glavin, who earlier had a run _Reggie Jickson and Don 16 Louisiana St. 3-1-0 93
grade footba Ailey at Murray with a Peas Ploy of fd-Tarde-- of 75 yards called back, scored Gullett to last season's At 17 .Pitt 3-1-1 77
MIDDLE SCHOOL CHEERLEADERS - The cheerleaders for the Murray Middle School Tigers this
year ore as follows: top photo, left to right in top row, Leslie Hopkins, Brenda Conley, Carol
Spam' and feign Mobley. Kneeling in front are Suzanne Pitman, Monica nonce, Holly Knight and
Missy Emerson. In the bottom picture, the top row from left to right are Tracey Beyer, Joy Hine,
Kay Farley and Kim McCoart. Front row, kneeling, Rebbie Houston, Gino Charlotte Shroat
and Sharlisa "Shorty" Ford.
06016 1116,191141)
because his attitude had been
degrading to the team.
After seriously scrutinizing
the telegram for several
minutes, Jackson was able to
laugh it off as a hoax.
Things could stay peaceful
for the Yankees provided they
quickly pick up their 100th
World Series victory and
follow that fast with three
more triumphs. To that end,
Martin will send left-hander
Don Gullett to the mound
against righthander Don
Sutton tonight. - -
Broncos And Browns Battle To
Tie, Colts Win In MMS Play
tiftdoe-: - -the. Then DavidAteCatston scared
BY The Assee--"-- BroncosandBrowns seht_two_ on the cnnveigInn run and the-BASKETBALL
From Becoming Yankee penod when Billington scored.lead at 12-6 early in the fourth
on inn of eight yards up the
By KEN RAPPOPORT are fun. I think we worked too . middle. _
AP SPorts Writer hard to get here not to be able With some .good-- running
NEW 'YORK rAP) It With-to enjoy one of the greatest from Stout and Brown, the
all the millions the New York spectacles in snorts." Broncos moved into scoring
Yankees have been throwing But despite the carnival position and finally tied the
around, a mere $13,000 was all atmosphere of the 'widely genie at 12-12" with Timmy
_
that aPparatadthemirOlaDon—celebrated event, _Sutton _Brows_ hitting:Jimmy -West-
- Sutton. would never equate the World 'with a three-yard pass.
. "They only offered me Series with a vacation. - In the first overtime, neither
12,000 as a bonus, and I didn't .
think that was enough," says "It's a workday," he says.' 
team managed to punch the
_ gattaa,Lsaceoing_bis_modest- "Once you 
cross the white theballirinfofurromdolwOnsysrds out with
baseball - beginnings. "I line, -it's- work. I happen to In the Second Overtime, the
wanted $15,000." enioF my work very much, Broncos got the ball and on the
though. When I stop enjoying first play, Tim Brown rolled IT-
'So Sutton instead went it that'll belhe time for me to yards to fa-left for the TD.
-weitward as a young man and quit." Sutton, who grew up in The conversion-failed and the
signed with the Los Angeles Alabama a hard-line Yankees , Broncos led 19-12.t._Dodgers. He got- his $15,000, fan, will be looking at the New The Browns then took the
and-tonight he gets even more York team from a different lat'needing to score tninture.
than he ever dreamed of - a viewpoint as the Dodgers face . tie and if they picked-up the
• ,start in the World Series at one . of baseball's most conversion along with the' TD,
•_ ,Yankee Stadium. expensive aud explosive would win. If the Browns did
"I once spent my whole life dimes.
'dreaming about pitching in "They've got four 
--
or five roord :in:theft -the., • Brftftefts•
Yankee Stadium," says guys who can hit one out of But the. Browns did score.
Sutton. "You don't know how Yellowstone Park,"
many Mental- shutouts I've Sutton, referring among from a half-yard out,
says On a fourth down play and
pitched there. But I'm glad others to high-salaried Reggie Billington plunged over for his
that I was . in tn, All-Star Jackson, the Yankees' $2.9 third 113 of the game. The
Game last July at the Million Man.
' Stadium. That got some of the 
conversion failed -and it was
tied at 1848 when the game
apprehension -out of • my Sutton, though, has been _ was hatted. •
system,aactaawiwon't be too known to stand up pretty-well - Tre coming stsfr
awed. ' in such pressure situations. He_ 13roncos. recognize& Buddy
taljf PEOPLES BANK over there on_ the bench and Star Game to the World.. a d I Dal
- .- watch it," saidtuttoit.:,--e- - 0 Series. Here, there are-38-full- Adams, mark Boggess, Brian.
Possibly no one Would enjoy shares riding on how I do. It Doyle and Mark Boggess on
it More then Suttoo, either. more exciting to pitch when. .
,, Pt--,--- --- . 4-4111x--,-.itto4'-l'• -he- says there'a sometbOR an ' tiaff--r' ITTii Wronces irewhicteT-0-1-ama„„,„,.,,, „,„4„,,„. 4'Playofts, and World Series line.”
' 
*bile the Browns are-0-14. -•
. -, •,
MURRAY KY.
-4 - • ----- - '4,-----',-7--. --list-won 194 niarcir ' league smarms, jimmy West, Steve
Sutton, a 14-game winner games, including_World*ries McDougal, Tim Brown and
but a virtual bust-after the All- and National 'League playoff .. Robert stout for playing' good
Star Game, wouldn't triumphs. He has pitched in
necessarily be his own choice four Ali-Star - Games, 
defensive games. On offense,




baseball season. But Sutton starting assignfnent.  
Srecoozedtout,
Dan Whiteford for his good
pitching assignment of the his 10-4 record- earriethim the
"I think it woulifle_ easier ' Sul. .1. "It*as pure pleasure.' 
blocking.
recognized Harry Weatherly,
surely waits iti-eUirits nulth mOf .ourse --the All-Star
as anyone else. Gam, was different," said - 
The Browns' coaching staff"
for me to open than to just sit But yoil can't-coMpare.the All- 
John Strieter, John Purdom




AP Sports Writer - -
NEW YORK (AP) - The
_ New-ToRECYankees and the
Los Angeles Dodgers, two
franchises that divided
baseball passions and World
Series titles in the 1950s,
square off in -Game 1 of the
1977 World Series tonight.
"This. is exciting for
baseball," enthused the
Dodgers' Tom Lasorda, a
National League pennant
winner in his rookie
managerial season in the big
leagues. "Here we have the
two great teams which over
the years have been
synenomous- waits* major
league baseball." . - . -----It looked for a little while-
Lasorda, who said he was like the Yankees weren't
cut from the Dodgers! 1955 going to be allowed to drift •
The Yankees' road to the AL
pennant, won over. Kansas "
City in the ninth inning of the
fifth game for the second
straight year, was a rocky
-ohe, highlighted by a near
dugout brawl between Martin
and Jackson, the near firing of
Martin and personality
cloqbes between Jackson and
Yankees captain Thurman
Munson.
"It's a relief we won,' said
Jackson, benched in the final
game against Kansas City but
a starter in right field tonight.
"'That way I don't haVe to hear
how Jackson failed. It makes
things a lot more peaceful
around here."
18
- At—that. Mart* —
proclaimed Gullett was
finished for the season. But
• Guliett, who said he threw
pretty well on Saturday and
Sunday, told Martin that he
could pitch.
"Therei • been some
physical-improvement*" altid--
Gullett, 14-4 in the regular
season. "I feel I can go out _
there and pitch."
Sutton, the Dodgers' ace
right-hander, is both well-
rested and healthy. following
his victory Wednesday over









OR LAMS TRAVEL AGElfChl
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41 111;m46
Nether,* by us. 
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Wg hgye waticoverings k, slikekl 
No more searching through tile
sample books — the patterns are on
display! No more waiting for your
order — tek• your wallcoverings
horn. with you! Choose from Pre-
posted, scrubbable and strippable
patterns. Como in today and sew our
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And Reggie All Smiles,





To Ft in Of. Seas-
is fair play. up where they had started the touchdoiviis called back
Last Friday night, the game,. playing well in the because of penalties.
Raidland Greyhounds ended trenches and moving the ball In the third period, Roy
their frustrations as they on a sustained drive. Williams had one called back
recorded a 13-8 win at ' Taking advantage of 15-yard- from 25 yards while in the
By WILL GRIMSLEY performances against Tommy hadn't hit well against 
Metropolis and t''''"it their- find - gallops by Troy Garland and fourth quarter, Herndon had a
Splittorff (Paul Splittorff, victory of the season. by quarterback Mark Hem- 35-yarder called back and-AP Special Correspondent La sorda's Los Angeles_ Some of those Reidland don, who was starting in the Troy Garland had one calledReggie Jackson had nothing "Togetherness Boys" in the Kamm -PUY*. starting lee - prayers were on the place of injured quarterback back after picking off a passbut nice things to say about World Series, starting tonight hander). It %Vas a hard n.....,..........,
Billy Martin. "Give him credit at Yankee Stadium? - -decision. The manager always- --11r4Wilaillk Junior varsit.Y _Tim Holeapple, the--Lakers and returning it for an ap-
- team- that-same to Calloway again moved deep . into parent,six-pointer.- the man has guts," he said. -Has firebrand Billy is a heeL"
„.4._._. County High Schack Monde,- .. Greyhound territory.--- The Lakers racked , up-Martin would play Hitler if Martin saved his job with his- Martin saill he first check- eveningto play the winless' The drive was capped when nearly 300 yards in total of-he thought it would help him gutsy benching of out. the _ declaim_ _with_
Taker jayvees. - _-_7, -: • - • -John' Canady bulled in from fense, by far their most lin-
nice things to say about -Will the feuding beet. Steinbrenner grabbed a 14-0 
halftime lead version play, Herndon. carried In addition, three regulars
OSOn ..1 Made it biting discontented Yanke thmr 
, , was delighted.
t
and wentan to claim their first the hall in.-for-smother two did not dress.'Holsapple-had a ejig.tt:LAt_-̀ , es- _100 
fleggie_during the finally find peace ,and Those ds never quitZ
-_• win ofibt season by ripping plildts-andtalkiiiiihsidii12-0 bad 'bruise and missed the MI -McAlister Winos - It- Jul -p.m. game Thursday Ar
Reidland. 28-0. • lead. . • _ _year, but I have developed the happiness in their narrow said of Yinkees. "They contest While tackle Howard linebacker Position ;- to-. South 'Marshall. • 
greatest reilied and escape from doom? 
•-
(the Royals) thought they =f"After-wegot 4e-the-104--- - l'he drive ateup mot of the Garland and end Tom Locke -
a lead early In the send_ clock in the third period, were also missing.tirnieurinn for nub gmy go Martin's benching coulof d:_intimidate -113L- They 
quarter, "Hequarter, ore-Kiruna liftle bit on " 'Early lh Pi-butt/1 rndon and Troy Garland-really put out for us the:last Jackson, who had' 32 homers couldn't:. love guys who
two months of the season." our blocking," Laker coach the 1adters, -aided by two 15- both did super jbbs in pickingand 110 runs batted in for the -
George Steinbrenner had season exploded a bombshell He wouldn't commit himself 
Stan Outland said. yard penalties on .Fteldland, up the long yardage for us,"
"tiothin,g but nice things to say prior" to Sunday area's game on the future Of Billy Martin 
I guess the kids felt we had again started driving toward Coach Outland said: ,
about Martin, the manager he at Kansia City. the scrappiesC- scoundrel in 
this one in the bag. But we did  the other end of the field. "I thought John Canady had, , .
ii reportedly ready to fire. ' "I had to dolt for the sake of baseball, but of Jackson he 
very well at playing defense With one 15-yard penalty, an outstanding game and in
the rest bf the half but the Lakers moved from their • particular, was very im-"Last year, in the playoffs the team," Martin said. "Be said: "If I had a chance to sign still., we wanted to get some own 49 down to the pressive with his second ef-and World Series, I thought was having trouble fielding on him again for the same price_ more points," Outland added. Greyhounds' 36-yard line-. On forts, enabling him to break.Billy was unsure of himself," the artificial turf and he ($2.9 million), I would do it.
the owner said. "I think the Reggie has fulfilled all our 
In the first period, on their a first and 10 play, freshman tackles and pick up more
„job he did in the final game third series of downs, the Tim McAlister went 35 yards yardage.,
- - against Kansas City Sunday -Pro--Gri 
expectations and take my
d word for it, he's going to havea great World Series." Canady going in from a yard final TD of the contest.
Lakers scored with John on a double reverse for the "Herndon did very well in
filling in for Holsapple. The„eight was the finest game of
out. The conversion failed and The conversion failed and boys played behind him with amanaging under pressure' I
have ever seen." Standings_ ..1 the Lakera held a 6-0 lead. Calloway held a 28-0 lead. . lot of confidence and he did an-._:Avorid_senes Troy Garland 'bad Ian 11- With a little luck. -codld outstanding job in leading  arShe
Steinbrenner's $2.9 million gteinbreluier, 'Agreed Striking early, the Lakers four yards out. On the con- pressive figure of the season.":" with it. -Billy Martin had nothing but free agent baby?
President Gabe Paul,---whois By The issociated PresX . _yard run imd,Roy_Williams a .have :110161-an even- iprger team • • •supposed t4bel-asohimin g the' AmericanFoofballConfereace n- -'- gain ,of 20 Yards on the ground marcie, of victory for - the. "I also felt_aiw offensive_,.ppose or Martin's fed neck, „Easterntartsion UtifflUC - to ut the 'a-coring. • Liiiers. Calloway had three line,. though they did let up a- bad nothing but nic tilings to
W .14 T --------  PA situation. - 'say about everybody:-*-- - Bet ,
"This is a team _that is no! 
4 0 01.000 111- 68 By The Associated Press Early in the second period,
Miami- 3-10 .750 87 97' • TuesdaY's Game the Greyhounds had the ball •afraid of the consequences," N. Eng 220 ',SOO 106 77 Los Angeles-at New York, dtkt in their own territory andhe said. "The tougher the NY Jets 2 2 0 .500 66 66 (n) fumbled. And John Canady,going, the tougher they play. Buff
If you are afraid of 
0 4 0 .000 39 80__ Wednesday's Game who had scored the first Laker
Central Division ' Los Angeles at New York, TD, happened to be in the
,. consequences, you play. it Hstn 3 1 0 .759 711- 47- (II) right place at the right time.:close to the Wstr-liat theSe pas . 2 2 0 .500 72 57 _ Friday'itaime ' - The ball took one bounce
guys - they slug away.'" ' Cleve -220 .500 67 84 New York at Los Angeles, and found thchands of CanadyGiven a reprieve in the final enki
. 6 
220 .500 65 64 (n) - . wafting: Canady took off and
of the fthisitaffiretthr-'7'-.44-851"-on_. - itturday's G5tft--=•,- --2,--,.....- -left everyone behind, goingv
- final playoff for the:leap%  onkid_- • -4 0 0 1_000-103- 45 _ -New York at Los Angeles- - -
championship, the New York . Dens --z- _ 4 0 0 1.000. 0(06_ ,Sunday ,Actaine . - 
-the 25 irdsior the secind TD: -
-On- nversionv_-:-.7roy---. Yankees at last have found the spies() . 310'  .456 01 34 New York at Loa Angekno,),f _Gaelandwentoff left tlid111140-- light. - - Kee City 040 .000 08 104 ne-casa Y make it a 14-0 Laker lead._ They have got religion They stk o to .000 --4Y120 - -Tuesday, °et la • irlir the rest of the WIN, theare sorry for their past sins. .. National Football Conference 'Los Angeles at New Yark, if _Laker, .had a bit Of an of,
Having stared the ghost of Eastern Division necessary, (n) fensive lag and that's the way
disaster squarely in the eyes Dallis - - -4 0 0 1.000 110 62 Wednesday, Oct 19 - the first ha ended: •
and lived to tell about It, they Wash . 3 1 0 .750 61 40 Los Angeles at New York, if On the first possession of the
. have become a humbler, a Phila 220 .500 54 so necessary, i n i second half, the Leiters picked
more mature group of human NY Gts 1 3 0 .250  54 103 
beings. 0SLattia__ _I71 The questionsmow are. --- - central Division -- _ _ 
3 9 .25 54,,_74 Ira matt,
-How will this change of mion 3 1 0 .750 52 33
sts
attitude affect their ' _
Dtrt 2 2 0 .500 67 76 Bears- After 24-23 Loss_Gn Bay 1 3 0 .250 48 72
Tpa Bay_ 0 4 0 .000 13 55__
• - 1VNOWARD ULMAN • the field was -a newlyWestern Division
Aetna .3 1 V' .750 47- 19 AP Sparta Writer . independent. Bob Avellipi, a
-CHIC/WA) IAP1 Chien° thirk-Year .aro who  -Ia..
N Orins 1 3 0 .250 81 85 Bears Coach Jack Pardee progressing week by week.
S 0 4 0 .000 29 87 called it "a well fought game Calling the plays for the first
in the trenches." Los Angeles time this season, he said heMonday's Result
Rams . quarterback Joe was more confident- - ItChicago 24, Los Angeles 23
Nemeth agreed with the battle showed.Sunday's Games •-• 
analogy. He came up with. scoring• Atlanta at Buffalo
"People get away with niissiles of 70-atid 72 yards toBaltimore at Kansas City
taking, cheap shots and it 'James Scott in the #first half,St. Louis at Philadelphia
becomes one big war out which- ended with the Rams -
there," 
San Francisco at New York
Nemeth said. "If you ahead 16-14 on three Rafaelgiants
Jet people continue to get away- -Seta-en-field- goals and a -2-Chicago at Minnesota








Business Cleveland at Houston
Green Bay at Detroit
Denver at Oakland, (NBC)
New England at San Diego
_Newtorleans at Los Angeles
• New' York Jets at Miami
oTampa Bay at Seattle .
Washington at Dallas, (CBS)
Monday, Oct 17





with. cheap shots, what
happens to sportsmanship?" Lawrence McCutcheon.
He 'accused linebacker Avellini's 29-3,ard
Waymond Bryant of hitting touchdown pass to Greg Latta
him after a play in the waning in the fourth quarter put the
moments of the Bears' 24-22 Bears ahead 24-16 and
nationally televised National provided breathing room.
Football League upset victory The Bears won with big
on a rainy, windy Monday plays, including a 51-yard
_that ended__ with. hoth-scaniper--by-Walter Payton,
teams sporting 2-2. records. who 'gained 126 yards to set up
The officials slapped Bryant • Latta's „catch. But Avellini
with a roughing-the-passer said that doesn't mean he's a
_ penalty and Rams right guard more adventurous play-caller
Devis Harrah slugged him than the often conservative
.witir a fist that . brought coaches. '
Harrah a perponal foul and "We've tried passes before.
;ejection from the game. We were fortunate enough to
, did not see the_hit_buti_hit_Ahem __bahigitt," said
know it. was a cheap that. I Avellini, • who completed 11 of
could feel it. What else can I 17 passes for 219 yards.
.--say?" said a remorseful Narriath, who went to the air
-- Harrah. "I lost iny head and 40 times, completed- just 16
retaliated when I should not and had four intettepted. He
Fish Filet Dinner! -.have."
Nemeth indicated that other bad weather and 'added, "Of-
Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deeti-fried
to a golden brown Served
, • with your choice of
••• _




yard touchdown run by
'Said he-had trouble with the
Bears weren't bashful about course I played poorly.----W-e-
getting ina tardy nudgenr . _
either. • .•
the league would look at
the films, they'd see what's Sign Players
going on out there," he said. ,
--44eCt time we play them we'll KIRKLAND, Wash. (AP) -
beatthem. We're not that kind The Seattle Seabankasigaed
of team." defensive end Horace Jones
By The time fluent haliheo _fsir_a_second_tinicand placed-
i4amath in the Chest, leaving .defensive end Andy Dorris on
him gasping for air, the Rams .waivers Monday, said Coach
were straining to stay alive. Jack Patera.
Pat Haden replaced Jones was acquired earlier
Nemeth and led Los Angeles this year in a straight cash
and to iel final touehdowit, e 26- deartfith the Oakland Raiders
tittOIN '""" yard strike to Dwight Scaler-but was released -during thethat drew the Rams to within preseason. He suffered a knee
1- .- „iweikeicArm, ----__—one-rWrtowith-d9 seconds- -to - injury -- ..oes4ag -.
. play. """ preseason and missed the





little in the second quarter, did
a much better job. You can't
get good games-on the:ground
without the offenalve line
opening the holesi,'" Outland
added. -
As has been the -case this
season, the Laker_ jayvees
again played totigh. on
defense. --
"It was an overall team
effort on defense. The tackles
and assists were all pretty
Much even. We did have some
people who excelled though.
Roy Williams looked tough at












EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITOIL.GiiiNG' YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, To MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
AAXIMIWALLOWED-BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add lo or withdraw it any






































defensive end and he played
very tough there.
"We moved Tommy Pike to
a linebacker position and we
came up with an interception
and did a fine job for us. Vie, ---
also had good play on defense ,
from Dicky Dumas and from
Westley 'Bowden," Outland
added.
The Laker junior varsity
team is now 1-5 and will
after win number two it
Fulton City next week in a 6:30 •
p.m. Monday game.
The Laker freshmen, who
are 2-4 on the season, ;till plky _
IOUAl NOUSHIG
OPPORIUNITY
SAVINGS fir LOAN :ASSOCIATION •Soon to be at Johnson end Whitnell Ave. in Murray
*-
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Effect Of Home Rule Voiding May
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - • cable TV ordinance. -poWers of counties.
The voidhig of the Nine' rtile The high- court ruled 'three "The court said that fiscal
statute MaY not affect county weeks ago thatt the General courts are not legislative
-ptrwers as meal as- believed; Assentbirias ftnettliserity to bodies - -under the
the attorney gener41's 'office delegate- to fiscal courts the constitution, Runyan said.
has indicated, power to enact laws. "However, the court pointed
. Asst. Atty. ' Gen. Charles But Runyan said in an out that the legislature can
Runyan said Monday that opinion to James Pruitt Jr., a - enact a law and delegate in the
Pike Fiscal Court could grant - Pikeville att‘rney, this does law the power to fiscal court to
franchises under the-coonty's not necessarily take away the determine some fact or state
of things upon which the law
makes or intends to make its
'own action depend."
R S N?i4 • 



































Crossword Puzzler IA IP 'T IIAIM t, R 10 '1).P
Answer to Monday's Puzzle'
ACROSS 56.Conduct '' 
 :A.1)V LIE ri Ul N E
:. 
' 'T D tEitAT i lr S
I Jump 57 Period ot
*Hop time 1 TA LATE
- Blake - - • it,
unlawfully , DOWN_ 
1 2 Heraldicwit
- bearing . leaving . _ 
_
2 Worthless 




• t1 Macaw 1 Possesses
1 3 Competent .3 Crornmenlorat've rik 0
15 Band of march I 1
cotor 4 Run easily 
E N A 1,1_
1 7 Girl's 5 Before • G 
EINIKE
1 9N r , nickname 
234asana, -6 Man's_
24 Tune gone_ -
20 Hi n cara 7 Pertaining by
21 ushion to 25 Prefix three
4 -Tittfrtstrf 7Firlre- ----2 Fuss
23 Manufactured 8 H
utried
28 Cloth ,
' '' - r ' . aBt8Litin -measure --






- .,.edge• - 33-Alcoholic
27 Mature 1 a Short jacket beve
rage
.2-senter -idetth -16-Freeer.------- • -42-PecleSdigit -
- •29-Cninese ---• %vow- - • • --- - 33 MetaL- •18. Raid notice fastener
21 Intense 34 Conjunction
ematioR ________15. Negative_ _
22 Exclamation-- 37 Tired
S N E 
15 E N . where the Assembly passes ao A-. law, it may provide for a fiscal
E R 
court to implement it "by
D 0 exercising
 an administrative
5 0 RA U or executive discretion."
Runyan said the declaring
POOLE*D'
E' of the homerule law as
unconstitutional does not. .
-week affect the right of fiscal courts
39 
Greeklry 
let Iii to dint cable TV franchises
40 Hoste 
44-Measure of- because -that step. is handled
weight under the state constitution.
_ 441cm..e, loy___01C....- ... _ ."The  „nstitution _jo out
44 TwiSt " • supreme law," he said.
47 Meadow
-46 Ihquire "-(Sections) are self-operative:
48 pAas.saaaae- _ ar self-executing and require
-45Le.iii in, 
sition 
-,-..-.... ---,no-. impiementing iegialatien --o
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iNstr, Sr i4.d FIP*44001, **44416e.ate, Inc. .
Runyan said Section 164 of
--the constuttion gives •both
cities and counties authority
to grant franchises pertaining
to subjects over which "they
-were given supervisory
Jurisdiction by the laws of the
state."
Since fiscal courts have
control over county roads and
bridges, the assistantattorney
general said; they are
authorized to grant franchises
for then s e of the public ways.
Runyan "told- Pruitt that the
Fiscal Court still c:iiimot
project its franchises into
cures Spd rain_ s. lftrSaftrairl."
--*ower extends to
'Pun incOrForated_. tet ritory
Be Slight
inside the county.
In another opinion; Runyan
said the new county judge-
'executive apparently would
have authority to appoint
commissioners of magisterial
districts.
__ The courrent post of county
judges has been modified by -
judicial"reform and will end as
such this year.
Runyan said the same
revisions omit any mention of
Magisterial. district
reappointment, and that the





He said it is "obviously
compelling" that the 1978
legislature either re-ens-the
same laws or similar ones as
soon aipoesible-
The advice went to James
firolies, the "Pad& '--Coulay
Democratii . adman, who
said .the. county judge
a opal-nail - th-ree
commissioners - earlier-this




have no force of law.
Federal State
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 11, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market COLOR PORTRAITS,
Report Inchales 8 BuyLng Stations
Receipts: Act. 429. Est. 500 Barrows & bring us yours for extra
Gilts steady Sows steady copies. Made from any
US 1-2000-23011w. 83950-3975
US 1-3 200-2401bs 839 25-39.50 size into any
US 2-4 200-260 the $38.50-39 25 Wallets-loiras24-cents:11




..1.15.1-3.500-6,501bs.".. $34_5045.50 few 3600.





WHAT WE do best is









fire . . 753-1441
Police  753-1621
















  _ ,-;137.75-311 50 x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Arzcraft, 118 South 12&11,
753-0035. ;Tee parking












































C) 1971 u•deri Feature SyrtP..01.
-411010..•
JESUS says in Matthew
-28:19, 20. -Go ye
therefore, and teach all •
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son;
' and of the Holy Ghost:
I I 1-Ek
LOME




























world." This directive - .
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all':
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's . Holy -
-Word? If not you lia-Ve no
promise of eternal life.
For assistance call 753-
-0994 -
5 lost And Found
LOST SMALL Black
Poodle, male, wearing
blue collar. Near 15th
and Poplar. Call days








:;eize 'NE SPY. I





WITH coOD PRiCESSO HIGH
















LOST SET of keys.
Reward. Call collect,
898-3719, Paducah..
LOST OR STRAYED 3
Pea Fowl hens. If-seen
call Z. B. Crouse 753-
6 Help Wanted
WANTED MAN with corn _
picker and conveyor to
pick corn and put in








help. Must be 18 or
older. Must be able to
work on weekends.
Apply in person only!
North 12th St
6 Help Wanted
WANTED - GROUP TO
collect old newspaperx









$ 2 0 O• WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing











• • LOANS AVAILABLE,
business, farm-, personal
. and oonsolidation. 6 per
cent- interest 5,000 to
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m.
GROW EARTHWORMS




or call Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.
WE-BUY used trailers
Cal-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515. .
111164T TO BUY used air
condition= CalL Dill
Electric, 751.9tet Isg-7 SEAR-S--
--C-OLDSPOT- -
-*. refrigeretot $40. Call
753-4053.
15 Articles For Sale
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" x 42"




Sunbeam . hooti hair





*and and square oak tables,
chairs. Walnut and oak
dressers, china cabinet,-.•
washstands, odd tables and
rockers, icebox, love seats and
chairs, quilts and much more:.
For sale for first time All
refinished October 15 and IS.'
tarts,. TN Highway 79E. about





Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged










to 100.ft. frontage. About
same depth. In tity or
county. Must have
sewer and water. Reply
leaching them to  cize of lot and price to
NICE. LIVING room
couch, off white. Very
good condition. Call 753-
3456 days, 753-5402
nights.
serve all things what- -B"
 32C; Murry.
 - Mit "LE iiice "vin$
soever I have corn- - . 
- room suite in good
mmaid-w-u: _Aiict 101 .. 
WIN__,LA AIRE to_ 18P____ coodoinr,  phoft, 753-,
register wire haired ,  Am _ - --- - ----- -•
lan _With YIP -111*Ig5- • Fax Terrier puppyDo Call - • 
_ev_en unto the englot__theL_ 753-666O   • ir.' -COMPLETE _BE- g-t 81
suit, solid wOod. Eleetrie - . bars Tawa-gftu niaasgHard,Aawars...
saws.
15 Articles For Sale
_ RHMOVE- CARPET -
paths and spots; fluff
beaten daft nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent
shatapooer. W.estern.











SALE CLUB aluminum, 8





ladder 5' $12.88, 6' $14.88.






$17.88. Single lever type,













• Salary $2.50.00-per Week; 44-hour wet*, _ •
week vacation, uniforms, furnished,
'late -model car furnished, major-'
S.
Agji.t•
person to Mr. Wynn.
WYNN SALES &
SERVICE INC.
- 1127 flreasheay Pad/soak, Kentrekil'
•
19 Farm Equipment
JOHN DEERE corn :
picker 100; the row, 4
semi-mounted, price
$250. B John Deere
triictor, starts and runs
good, $200. Gall 753-0043i.
510 MF COMBINE - 13'
header with robot-duals




....4fter 5 p,M.  






15 FT. EBBTIDE ski
boat, 1976 model with
---- 1970 model .motor with'
trailer. $1800. Interested







Swell COS* N... flopeirt
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
am. ....dend •11..1 1 I", a
yeas. D. low sat toy cosAreet ielt
is Pilot






SALE BATH TUB faucets




--SALE CHAIN saw-chains -
46" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
- -bar.80-95. 16-"_ GS?*
..2r-bar $10 ,hat
1 . . also have
-
guitar and ' amp.
1 • :4 I I -. It.




















lavatory 4" ' center,
$8,95. Washerless type, .
$13.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, ,Paris.
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
99 cents. Heat bulb 250
watt, 11.19.
Hirdivare. Pert& - 
AVAILABLE NOW. 
Urethane roam._ All"
sizes, all densities. Cut
to Lour specs. West Ky.
-CaMnet Co; 1203 Story - --
Avenue. 753-6767.
WANTED DEALERS.
to install sprayed foam insulation in old and  new 
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can use it, and con save them
up to 500o of their heating bills. We are the only,,..
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
Job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We ore interested only in
selling this foam insulation that manufacture. Can














.Exclusive ten itory r
.Appkcation. sales & management training
•.1 Go Need $7500 00•
THgRMO/FOAM has a top quality rating by Un- -
derwriters Laboratory. Capitalize on the energy
crisis by starting your own THERMO/FOAM
dealership witka minimal investment and- sin-
cere effort. ( Eftfu.sive county-wide dealkrships -
available). • .
CASH IN ON ONE OF THE FAST
GROWING INDUSTRIES IN AMERICA!
































liniallinOrt-14-4 LOGIN & TIMIS,Wpielfit;Ifetobat-fil, 1917---+ .
1 4 Miscellaneous
1967 FORD 1 ton, John




and D edger trimmer, B
and D hedger, 250 ft.






, Colors $42.50, Wallin
- Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
_ _
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattteskes,
Healthopedic or foam.









We will give you 50,
s100-or so to '150 tar-
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V.
low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
erent. Come in and see




Clinton St., inerney, Ey.
POLICE . SCANNER
. bearcat J.Q1 Elec-
• trically -frtelfmnrhed.
Like new. Also 1974
Honda CR 125. Call 753-
4443.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 124/11tvolpiir home,
air ledlallitadiald, . all
electric. -Priced right.
Call 471-2230. "
12 x 65 VINDALE 2
bedroom with 7 x 10
expand° room. Like
new. See at Riviera Cts.
or call 753-3280 before 5,
4S64524 'after 6•
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





28 Heating & Cooling




29 Mobile Home Rentals
ONE SMALL house
trailer, electric heat and
air. On Bloodriver.
$40.00 per month during
• winter. Call 427..
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent.At Riviera-Courts.
Call 753-3280. -
31 Want To Reni
ELDERLY LADY wants
to rent small apartment
on first floor. Any
location. Call 753-0102.
3? Apartments For Rent
38 ?els Supplies
ARC OLD ENGLISH
Sheep dog puppies. Call
492-8441 after 4 p. m.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies. AKC registered




apartment for rent. Can
















three, 7 weeks old.
Females. 65.00 each.
1631 Farmer Ave. Call
753-047t_
AKC DOBERMAN-











. hookup. Couple only.
Call 753-7457.i
DUPLEXrrent --2-
EARLY- VICTORIAN 5 25 ACRES WITH several
bedroom home on Main beautiful budding sites





month. Call 753-7309 or
753-8ritie , 
Hate to throw those`
odds and ends away
but don't have
enough for a Yard
Sale? Donate them
to the Church of




SaturdayOctelmic 1S, 9th 5,







• 1 17ny unser'
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 400.
















THE A.B. JACK SMITH
Farm, 75 acres more or
less. Less than----ir
thousand dollars per
acre. On Highway 464.
Guy Smith Admin., 753-
-
FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres. Frame
home in lovely wooded
area with ap-
43 Real Estate





1964 FORD PICKUP, long
gpileM wheeThase- V-8 engine,
automatic. Call_ 4924320
_ After__4:00.
South tath at *Gamma
TELEPHONE 753-1051
46 Homes For Sale
1976 CHEVROLET  one
ton truck, with 12'
aluminum bed. Call 474-
2230.
BY OWNER brick home 1976
and 3 bedroom rental 
 GRAND PRIX, AM-
_
proximately 10 acres trailer- on 2 acre lot. 
FM stereo tape. Power
Murray. For more in- largo den, kitchen and 
has _ four _steering, air condition.
8 m
tendable. Good location House
iles northwelit ---bi_ , beifroom‘Irviilif roam. 753.4331.... . 
Wand-new-tires. Call
.
formation phone Alining combination, PI 1972 GRAN TORINOKOPPERUD REALTY, "-baths, utility, double soda ear. one owner.
753-1222. We are werking garage. Large outside ctean. ism whe, bane •
herd to provide the best storage building. Owner tlake off!tr. Call 753-3456
- Timible-aelwice 41f/t17 -Yin -fingle Pal'it-y-. '.-11+4,. rasuolotibto. --:
49. Use Lais & Trucks
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size-
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
_Leasing. Inc, 153-1372-
1977 GREMLIN X ex-
cellent condition,- AM-
FM radio. Good gas













Starctaft dealer for bah
travel trailers. and fold
downs 1978 models
arriving:. _We SeTYlee





oti -Highway 94 East.




decorative rock or stock

















Company Inc. Air con-












exterior. Also dry wall









5429 after 4 p.m.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job
too stria& Call Ernest
White. 753446.
YOU_NEED stulnPo
-- removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up :AEC':
beneath ground: Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
--Call.for free estimate;
_SISVAPIRMIVT, 753-9400 or




- of house FREE. Install
all types of carpet and










Y0UNGMAXID-1  - BASEIKENTT- -We
110-071314.-Commercial
r c • • -and reelderdiaL General '- 0 0011WORWIlimilluommw-
Located in Lfmn Grove. - CADILLAC 19711, - *Ft • work couiPlitetY".-carP • guaranteed. Call orDe vile- 26,000 experience: tvour-ro-Pwl • write Morgan Con-_Cahellet root leather after 5 P. in. struction Co., Route 2,upholstery, AM-FM 
Box-409A. Paducah, Ky.stereo. Excellent con- LICENSED ELEC- 42001. Phone day ordition. $7495. Call 1-354- TRICIAN and gas in-- night 442-7028
urdom & Thruman Call 4354526. miles 
Insurance & Real Estate SMALL FOUR ROOM
house, 4',2 miles out 121





36 For Rent Or lease
110fteRVSYABLE for
rent, Pariture. land also
available:' Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and. 5,
37 Livestock Supplies
-PIGS FOR SALE. Call
--Thrtusr
SPANKING NEW
- And a super locatiiin at 1607 Sycamore is this
lovely new 3 bedroom brick with 2 baths. Has
thermopane windows, all built-ins; large family
room with fireplace, carpet, double garage with
electric opener. Heat pump for economy in
heating and air conditioning.
6-*
Two new 3 bedroom homes in Westwood Sub-
division. Both have double garage, central heat
and air, carpet and all built-ins. Must see to ap-
preciate.
GurSpann Realty -
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Person, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437
gm-)
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
transferred and want a quick sale. Home has
economic gas heating, flreplaCe in living room,




George Whether 753-1129 Geri Anderson 7517932
Marry Nevermore 412-IIXIt 11111esporwai 753-1222
Itayhurn 7s3-447
11=3111111
"114 Andover waft. of high--
._- own or we orgu'eY- "way frontage. Located--
home, this is one of. within
4 8. Automotive Service
2817. - 
stallation will do
196 9. VOLK SW A G E NAN, 6 
plumbing, heating and
tonder _s_ewer cleaeing.C41.1 753-
_
FOR YOUR septic tankminutes of Ky.
MUCTIP1-"illegt-elder -Lefts 
, teens. Phone KOP-- 
76-0Ty-pleeStet homes. Features Include
pERup REALTy 7s&. wall premium grade. 12- car. Good condition. '"hardwood floors, in- cleaning. Call Jelm-
• 
ha.seboiirds. We i'vo'uld 
guaranteed Against
defective •:' ▪ 1073 DODGE COLT stairway,- mantles and 43612586 or 438-5S48.complete range of Real
love to show this &Gaze to _
 Estate Services. • _workmanship and road station sea gen . MOBILE HOME. AN-
• - Calt 7534124
tricate carvings on _1222. W treadjieilth' 7 rib 
$1650 Call
7(-4614. Lane* Phme-e provide- a
Phone-
you. Give us a call at _ 4 BEDROOM Beauty.
KOPPERUD REALTY; Ideally located across
753-1222. We provide the 4" the street from
full rangg_of re4 estate . Robertson Element4try-
services. and one block from the
university campus.
Built in 1977, home has
central heat and air and
lots of energy, saving









List YOLT Property With Us
7S-1-0101
A DEER FARM- Deer
.roantfreely over this 40
`litre farm... 26 acres..
,t-endable-, woods, 2 small-
ponds, lei tobacco barn,-
an older 2 bedroom
frame bane. Own your
own parad'ise...low
30's... Call Helen Spann
at 753-8579 or Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
LET THE sunshine in
with this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. A one family





aluminum siding. To see






BY OWNER - good land,
20 acres or more.
Beautiful home site.
Near Ken Lake. Call 47.4- anytime ,
2230. , • 4"'s
hazard._ A78x13" USA Automatie.__MI
4: $1.74 FEri -C7843'%=•• n° oil and high gas 
$18.94 + 21.94 FET; mileage. 'Extra clean.
+ $2.30 FET; Call 436-2427.
*78'14'321.15 -F - -
FET; G78x14 or 15" SAVE MONEY on your
$22.38 + $2.80 FET; next new car. Let a new
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.09 car broker make your
FET; L78x15" $26.75 + purchase for-you. Free
$3.13 FE-T-: - details, call 437-4205 or
- Hardware, Paris. 354-8712 or write to bole
,  127, Hardin, Ky.
filter. 5128 to fit most 1971 CHEVELLElpower
American or import steering and air. Fac-
.cars. Wallin Hardware, tory  stripped. Halley





HOW'S THIS for value?
Lovely_2 bedroom home •
on 1 acre in Providence,
Community,-economical
gas hea._,..t,L. plesh car-




Call or come ljer 105 N.
12th Boyd Majors Real'
Estate, 753-8080.
DESIRABLE 31,2 ACRE
tract, located 5 miles
South of Murray on West







GUY VANN REALTY -
e go -'bk extra lengthsto
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary conceni.When




1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style de grace.





This is the type home
- everyone wants so give
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
1 .Real Estate, 153-3263
a-
FAIRVIEW ACRES - 3
• bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room are only a
few of the features of
--Teds quality built home
situated on an extra
large lot. Central heat -
and all:, over 2,000'. ft. I.
Priced in the 30's. Call
today! _Wilson Ins. & -
Real Estate 753-3263
-
SALE 36 -MONTH- ear - -
battery. $24.90.,Williarrk _ Air Squareback,
Brand. Wallin Hard- --14450. Good condition.
ware, Paris. Call 75_3f4500-
49 Used Cars & Trucks
19741 pODGE Cha enger,
$1000. Call 753-0464.
190 CAB OVER Ford
'true* with good grate. _
bed and hoist. Call 753-
' Mt • -
1910 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, truck with
new .rebuilt motor. Call
1967 CHE'VY IMPALA SS
327 automatic. In fair
condition. 350.00. Call
354-6217.
- 1977 FIREBIRD Formula
Glacier blue, blue in-





'1171 MONTE CARLO 350
Automatic. Burnt
Orange with black vinyl
top. . Factory -- wheets,
AM-FM tape deck and
tilt wheel, 54,000 ached




sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack- Glover, 753-
1873 after 5 or weekends.
ACE HI black top paving
and seal coating. Free
estimates. Call 436-2573.
'INSULATION _S&Y_ES






mallsid slams carpets as...
EASILY -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
ffftefIVILT -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirtand,
grime ins single swap 
KONO•HOHAT-44.- 4- • -
cleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cod
(YOU SAVE UP TO
$11-6.00 PER ROOM)




_fleired, reedy to ass. Or bey e LIM mid owe. fempfsee 
one
he op to 24140 mandisd.liessfiremstens she
-Simi it. rest rhea also to testsn hat sod bay the 
boss
far has. M BUILT MUM Illit00144713-IPPS4
TREES-,-TRIMME11-ancl---
cut. Call 753-4707.
FENCE- AL' M at Sears' -
now. Call Doug Taylor





Murray Qty Limits enlarge one plus acre lot.
Concrete block workshop and extra outside
-storage-building,4ike garden area, lots of trees,
shrubs and flowers. A pretty picture for pleasant








  CUSTOM CARPET Care.
1973 ChEVROLET
pickup Anyone Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes., air and tiff
wheel. Red with black
interietx-4tadial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
'4 p. m.
1 "Your Key To MawrHouse Hunting"711 Main 15 3-1 722
_Picture As Yours -
This tri-levef 'wood and brick home Situated on large lan-
dscaped lot. living room with dining area, built in kitchen
large 'Camay room 4 bedrooms Pi baths tastefully
detoratsd-liarmwr want; offer_f or more information calf




- - After Hours ' 1 _ - •re. :- '
_tovelta fobs-5344715 ' BIB Payne-7S3.91794-
Hek, Spann-7534Sn -4nenda !ones-7S3-8668
 ananmairmirmtighn
Steam cl at
• 8tebEt per sq. ft. and
will clean the hallway
free, liMit_4x10. A10' x
10' rooiii would only be






Doug Taylor at- 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
btlts. C5ll -Doug- Tirlor




7 1 1 Main 753-1222
George Gallagher 753-1129 Geri Anderson 753-7932
Marry Patterson 492-8302 - Bin Koppenid 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
ELECTRICAL WIRING- -
home or industrial. Call
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Wednesday 
For Infant Son
.David Lyons, stillborn in-
fant son of .Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Lyons of Dexter Route One,
was born this morning at 5:30
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His mother is
the former Sandra Duncan.
Survivors include his
parents and one brother/ Chad
Lyons, grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Duncan and Mr.
and Mrs. Dub Lyons, all of
Dexter Route One; great
grandparents, Mrs. Amy
Barnett, South 15th Styeet,
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
.Duncan and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
--Lee, all a-Dexter Route-One.
— Graveside services will, be
held Wednesday at eleven a.
m. at the Ledbetter Cemetery
with the Max Churchill






The funeral for Richard
'Jaybird) Childress of Dexter
is being held today at one p. m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
- Garvin Doran of Kingdom
Hall of Jehovah Witnesses
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
J. C., James, Roger, Bruce,
-•and Elm us Childress, and
David Hopkin:s; Blirial will
follow in the Murray.
Memorial Gardens..
Mr. Childress died out
noon Friday at the age of 53.
He is survived by his wife;
Mrs. Wise Byers Childress;
three daughters, Mrs. Leroy
LaPorte, Romulus, Mich.,
Mrs. Dennis Brown, Dexter,
and Mrs. Ricky Young, Hazel
Park, Mich.; two sons, Johnny
4. Dexter and Ronald, of
Cottage -Grove, Tn.; 'half
sister, Mrs. Treamon






Services. for Mrs. Ludie
Cole, widow of Wright Cole, of
Murray Route Two will be
held Wednesday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the Mai Chur-
chill Funei'al Home with Bro.
- -John L. Hicks officiating.
Singers from the Almo Church
of Christ, where she was a
member, will provide the song
service.
Grandsons and great
grandsons will serve as
pallbearers who include
Tommy and Dick West, Frank
Marler, Dewett Brown, Jerry
Holland, and-Phillip- Cole.
Burial will follow in the
Murray, Memorial Gardens,
Friends mity call after two
P. m. today Thesday 1 at the
funeral home.
- Mrs. Cole, age 92, -died
Sunday at 5:20 4. in. at the.
Murray-Calloway_ County
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. 011ie Brown,
Almo Route One; one sister,
WS. Tom Crider, Murray
Route Two: three brothers,
Frank Overbey, Almo Route
One, Edgar Overbey, Ohio,






Library will present a special
Story Hour at 3:00 p.m., in
awareness to Fire Prevention
Week on Wedne§day, October
12.
A fireman will be present to
discuss fire prevention and
also show the children various
parts of a firetruck. Due to the
special program &try •Baur
will not be held at ten- aln.
Story Hturs are presented
by the 'Outreach- Program, a
branch of the Calloway County
Public "Library.
Early Training School
Students Plan Reunion •
A special dinner meeting for
all students in the 1920's and
1930's for Murray Normal
School and Murray Training
School will be held Friday,
October 28, at 6:30 pm, at the
Bank of Murray University
Branch, North 12th Street,
Muyray.
This will be- for all high
school students for the Murray
Normal School from 1923 to
1928 and for all Murra.34
Training School students from
1924 to 1939, according to Mrs.
Alice Bea Roberts -Hopkins,
chairman of the event.
The reunion will be a
potluck dinner with the dress





Man of the Woods," "Music
Fair," and "Sourwood
Mountain Dulcimers"—will
make up the second showing
of the Fine Arts Film Series at
Murray State University at 7
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 11.
Jointly sponsored by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and Murray State as a
presentation of the Clara M.
• No Program Will be so
that the people attending can
just visit. This will be the first
reunion for this group which is
being held the night before the
ntalcrr Training School,
College High, and University
School reunion on Saturday,
October 29,- at the ..West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Mrs, Hopkins has asked all
Murray ladies planning to
attend the Friday night
potluck dinner to contact her
as soon as possible so that
plans and arrangements can
be made to prepare for the
potluck dinner.
Persons attending -the
Friday' dinner are asked- to '
write Mrs. Hopkins, 223 South
12th Street, Murray. phone
753-1330, to giV0 the number in
the party so that. seating
arrangements can be made
for the dinner.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stoat of local interest at
n000 today. furnished to the Ledger
Times by I. M. SIMON Co. are all follows:
Indus. Avg.  -3.21
Airco 31/a
Al r Products 24 +ka
Am. Motors 4 unc
Ashland Oil 30% -%
N T. & T. . , .  61% -34
Ford Motor Co. 45% -La
Gen. Dynamics 51% -%
Gen. Motors  70 4.
Gen Tire ..- .. ..... 73v.
Goodrich 20% unc
Gulf Oil 28% unc
IBM 747% ...As
Pennwalt 34 +k.
Quaker Oats 23% -t%
Eagle Gallery, the program in, Tappan 
Room 423 of the Price Doyle Western Union TATITICith Radlo 14
Fine Arts Center is open to the .pri of suck ef local 'Merest at WW1
• • public at no charge. EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
"Catfish Man of the Woods" Tunes 
py First of !Michigan, of
Murray-, are as follows:
is a 25-minute film portrait of. Heublein Inc.. 
• 
or 23%
Clarence Gr-ay, a fifth .iiceoneitisceel -A9
generation .-herb- doctor who P°ndervsa SY3ten23- 5 -4-211
selli a mixture of toots an
herbs called bitters for all
types of ailments from -
rheumatism •to heart trouble.
He comments freely on his
philosophy of life.
The film series project'
during the year is designed to
promote the showing and
,dikens.sion of quality films and
the- exposur,e of 'pe .'ople
throughout the area to film as
ait_.ayt term, according to.
Richard Jackson, director of
the Eagle Gallery.
National,International Overview
-SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
class action suit filed six years
ago on behalf--a handful of
children assigned to classes
for 'he mentally retarded
be se of low scores on IQ
_opens here today. On
trial are the IQ tests
themselves — and their
alleged built-in bias against
minority children. An
attorney for the six youngsters
says that IQ tests are
''culturally biased against
black children because they
_don't take into. consideration
the rultural experience of the
children."
ELVATON, Md. (AP) —
The bodies of three young girls
have been found lying face
down, in a creek that flows
through their quiet Southgate
neighborhood. All had been
stabbed repeatedly through
their parkas. Theresa Hogan,
11J, her 8-year-old sister,
Deborah Anne; and Ann Marie
• Brzeszkiewicz, • also 8, had
-gone outside to play early
Sunday evening and were last
seen on a bridge over the





reported that several. MFOrkers
at its Nitro, W. Va., plant had
died of cancer in the 1950s and
60s due to exposure to a
chemical used in making
synthetic rubber. Another 150
of their • colleagues have
undergone twice-yearly tests
since then. Use of the
substance, para-amino
biphenyl (PAB), was stopped
immediately-when the cancer
threat surfaced M-1945;7 be
Kitttherly Clad; 
said, _ . . Live," "VW -Raffled Alburn of
• •
"
occupied land for genuine
peace with the Arabs "but to
MOSCOW (AP) — The two
cosmonauts or the Soeuz-25
spacecraft returned lo earth
today after a two-day flight in
which they failed to link up
with an orbiting space
laboratory. Both men were
'reported in good health. The
flight was to have been 'a
-dramatic celebration of the
_ ;Oth anniversary of the space
_age, inaugurated Oct. 4, 1957,
"by the first manmade earth
satellite, the unmanned Soviet
Sputnik.
Union Carbide 
W.R. Grace . 27% +%
Texaco 
' General Flee. --- - 2' :.- - 50% -15
_GAF Corp.. .....-.. _ .....---.0% ync







The Murray Bass Club will
_tieet Wednesday, October 12,i
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant. All members and
• Interested persons are urged
to attend, a club spokesman _
• ENTERNATIONAL
• UNITED NATIONS, N.-Y.
204 -41 (AP) — Foreign Minister 16zr. Moshe Dayen says Israel will
 38. one not give up any of the West
Bank or the Gaza Strip, and
his government has
announced plans for 10 new
-Military posts -blithe- West
Bank. Dayan told the U.N.
...ggeepd- Assembly Monday
that. Isral 101 the past
said 
years was willing to surrender
•Mr. Ted Wilson is now manager of the former —
Wilson WoolleyStudio in downtown Murray.
**Curtis & Mays Studio has earned a reputation as
the premier photographic studio in Western Ky. We
look forward to serving the "Quality Concious",
residents of the Murray area.
•••We also have a complete line of cameras, film,
and photo supplies for your convenience.
Stop By for a visit or phone 753-7360
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — The award of
a Nobel Peace Prize to Betty
Williams and Mairead
Corrigan has put their peece




old crusade. The delayed
award Monday of the 1976
!prize to the two founders of
Northern Ireland's Peace
People underlined that the
organization is more popular
and respected abroad than it
is id home. 
-
PEKING (AP) — Wherever
visitors go today in China —
newspaper. office,
school, factory, commune,
university, fishing village —
the one thing they are certain
to hear is an attack on the
-“Gang of Four." In a 16-day
visit, a group of Associated
_ Press _ executives and
directors heard the purged
radical leaders blamed for
almost every conceivable
setback China suffered in
recent years, but particularly
in the 13 months since the




NASHVILLE, Tees. (Ap).,-.. has :also been,?enecespful in for years who still are big
Blind singer Ronidelviilsep is 'Popular - " • • '-fairorites." • - 
--
the Country Music "In the pop market, you're Merle Travis,' a 'guitarist--
Association's Entertainer of as good as your last hit," he songwriter-singer,, became
the -Y-ear and for the third .aid. "But in country music, 'the .49„th member of the'
time, its Male Vocalist of the I've seen people without a hit Country Music 'Hall of Fame.
Year. Crystal Gayle, younger
sister of country star Loretta _
Lynn, is this year's CMA top,
female vocalist.
The CMA also named
"Lucille," a song recorded by
Kenny Rogers and written by
Roger Bowling and Hal
Bynum,,Song of the Year.
Milsap became the first
person to win top male
vocalist three times when the
CMA handed out its 11th
annual awards 'before a •
national television audience
Monday night-
its -album, "Ronnie Milsap
the Year, making him the
• -show's only triple winner.
Milsap, blind since bh•thi
won the male vocalist title in
1974 and 1976. -I didn't see the
faces but I had the chance to,
feel the electricity and the
love. Sometimes you don't
have to see," he said.
*Aim Gayle, whose sister
was a Ulm-Anne winnAr_, saict,„
- • Miss Lynn "wan rooting lot'
me before I won."
----fwgia-, -whose -song was




I have no quarrel with the overpass or master plan of
Murray State but the absolute right of City Govern-
ment to have-some input into a master plan is only --
common sense and good judgement. This is especially--
true when the plans call for the closing of streets-any
street-and these rights were denied City Government, •
which actually triggered the whole series of events that
followed.
Quite simply the people and the city have a vested in-
tereStin anything which involves this community and
neither a state' Iiistitutiona_Ate department or the
State of Kentucky has any such rights or liberties as
have been taken recently without consideration of the
community, and without due process.
My strong support of Murray State is well known to
many of you and I believe my favorable relationship
with the University will hopefully enable me to mend
the feelings which presently appear to exist. I will
make every effort as Mayor to work cooperatively that
,best interests of Murray State and the community are
served. It seems possible the gap could be widened
with my opponent as Mayor, especially in light of his
.-votinkrecord regard) .2.1. s5mof the recent ev.erits.
_ Please Caip-More iasuel to_follow 
(Paid .for by Chrisinan Campaign Fond for Mayor, Forrest Priddy.
Treas
And just In Time For
CHRISTMAS
Give-The Gift Only You an Give
"YOUR PORTRAIT"
  753-7360
••••••
a.
- a
- •
